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Supervisor:  Thomas E. Juenger 

 

My dissertation research investigates the genetic architecture and evolutionary 

significance of physiological variation in two wildflower species, Ipomopsis aggregata 

and Arabidopsis thaliana. In particular, my work focuses on water use efficiency (WUE), 

a critical physiological trait that dictates plant growth and performance in resource-

limited environments. I used a combination of quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping, field 

selection experiments, and classic quantitative genetics to investigate 1) the genetic 

architecture of water use efficiency and flowering time, 2) patterns of natural selection on 

water use efficiency, flowering time, and other ecological traits in I. aggregata, and 3) 

additive genetic variation, genetic correlations, and selection on water use efficiency, 

flowering time, and plasticity to drought in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

Using an Ipomopsis aggregata genetic mapping population, I identified four QTL 

underlying WUE, three QTL-QTL epistatic interactions, and evidence for a possible QTL 

x cytoplasmic interaction affecting WUE. I found a similar genetic architecture 

underlying flowering time, with four main effect QTLs that all adjacently localized to the 

same linkage groups as WUE, and three QTL-QTL epistatic interactions, which occur 
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between the same chromosome pairs as the WUE interactions. The combined main and 

interactive effects explain 35% and 40% of the phenotypic variation in WUE and 

flowering time, respectively. The adjacent localization suggests a possible role for the 

evolution of co-inheritance or, if the true QTL positions actually overlap, a possible role 

for pleiotropy underlying the phenotypic correlation between WUE and flowering time. 

Additionally, these results suggest epistasis is a significant factor affecting phenotypic 

variation in nature.  

In a reciprocal transplant and water addition experiment, I demonstrated variable 

natural selection on WUE, flowering time, and nectar production in I. aggregata across 

elevation/habitat and differential water availability. At low elevation in the water addition 

treatment, natural selection favors early flowering and greater nectar sugar concentration, 

while dry conditions favor high WUE and early flowering time. At high elevation, where 

the growing season is shorter and drier, selection favors early flowering regardless of 

water addition. These results suggest natural selection on ecophysiological and floral 

traits varies with resource availability (e.g. water availability and pollinator visitation). 

Using data from a glasshouse experiment involving a global panel of accessions 

of Arabidopsis thaliana, I demonstrated strong positive genetic correlation between WUE 

and flowering time, as well as selection for low WUE and early flowering under 

experimental season-ending drought. Finally, I found significant genetic variation in 

plasticity as well as selection favoring greater WUE plasticity under drought, indicating 

plasticity to drought is adaptive in A. thaliana. 
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Introduction 

 

CONTEXT AND OVERVIEW 

Due to the sessile nature of plants, they are particularly vulnerable to challenging 

environmental and climatic conditions. As a result, plants have evolved various strategies 

to cope with climatic variability and differ widely in ecophysiological, morphological, 

and life history traits (Ackerly et al. 2000; Arntz and Delph 2001). Some of the earliest 

studies on adaptive ecological differentiation in plants are those of Turreson (1922a, b) 

and Clausen et al. (1940). A major goal of these studies was to determine if plant 

populations show adaptive genetic divergence in morphological and physiological traits. 

Today, adaptive differentiation is well established but the details of how evolution has 

produced this variation are less clear.  

Understanding how organisms become adapted to the wide array of 

environmental challenges they face is a fundamental question in evolutionary biology. 

This process is largely the result of complex biotic and abiotic interactions, which 

combine to form the genetic and ecological mechanisms driving adaptive evolution. We 

do not completely understand how genetics and ecology interact to produce patterns of 

selection and phenotypic variation in nature, or how environmental variation contributes 

to population genetic differentiation, and ultimately to plant speciation.  

Elucidating the genetic basis of traits informs us about the kinds of genetic 

changes involved in their formation, i.e. the type of genetic variation selection has acted 

on to shape evolutionary change (Mackay 2001; Rausher 2005). Understanding these 

details is crucial because different genetic architectures can have profoundly different 

implications for how quantitative traits evolve and their potential for independent 
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evolution (Mackay 2001). Similarly, knowing how many genetic loci underlie 

quantitative traits and the magnitudes of their effects can shed light on the relative 

difficulty or likelihood of different evolutionary scenarios. Indeed, the number of genes 

responsible for quantitative traits, and their effect sizes, has been a debated question since 

the beginnings of evolutionary thought (reviewed in Orr and Coyne 1992). In addition, 

knowledge of the genetic basis of traits provides loci for use in population genetic studies 

(Luikart et al. 2003) and field experiments aimed at detecting loci under selection (e.g. 

Weinig et al. 2003; Lowry et al. 2009).  

While the importance of genetics is clear, ecology is of equal importance. 

Studying the ecology of traits tells us about the ecological basis of adaptation, i.e. why 

selection favors particular phenotypes over others and how interactions between 

organisms and their environments shape the patterns of selection and phenotypic 

variation observed in nature (Ackerly et al. 2000; Rausher 2005). Knowledge of the 

ecological basis of adaptation informs us about evolutionary processes in a way that 

purely genetic studies cannot, e.g. the maintenance of hybrid zones when hybrid fitness is 

environment-dependent (e.g. Orians et al. 1999). Ultimately, a complete understanding of 

how complex adaptive phenotypes evolve requires integrating genetic/genomic and 

ecological approaches (Ackerly et al. 2000; Jackson et al. 2002; Lexer and Fay 2005; 

Rausher 2005; Ouborg and Vriezen 2007). 

My dissertation research investigates the genetic architecture and evolutionary 

significance of physiological variation in two wildflower species, Ipomopsis aggregata 

and Arabidopsis thaliana. In particular, my work focuses on determining the genetic and 

ecological mechanisms underlying variation in water use efficiency (WUE), a critical 

physiological trait that dictates plant growth and performance in resource-limited 

environments (Lambers et al. 1998). I use a combination of quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
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mapping, field selection experiments, experimental manipulation, and classic quantitative 

genetics to determine: 1) the genetic architecture of WUE and other related ecological 

traits such as flowering time 2) how natural selection on WUE varies among different 

environments, and 3) patterns of natural variation, additive genetic variance, and genetic 

correlations between WUE and other related ecological traits. 

Here, I present three chapters of my dissertation research. Chapters one and two 

aim to determine 1) the genetic architecture of water use efficiency and flowering time, 

and 2) patterns of natural selection on water use efficiency, flowering time, and other 

ecological traits in Ipomopsis aggregata. Chapter three aims to quantify additive genetic 

variation, genetic correlations, and selection on water use efficiency, flowering time, and 

plasticity to drought in Arabidopsis thaliana. Introductions to water use efficiency and 

my study systems, I. aggregata and A. thaliana, are presented below in the remaining 

sections of the introduction. Each chapter is an independent manuscript; therefore, a 

portion of background information will be repeated across chapters. I present a concise 

discussion of conclusions from my dissertation research after the third chapter.  

 

WATER USE EFFICIENCY 

Water use efficiency (WUE) is a physiological trait important for adaptation to 

variable climates as well as crop production. WUE is the amount of carbon fixed through 

photosynthesis (A) relative to the amount of water lost through transpiration (E) 

(Lambers et al. 1998). Plants can increase water use efficiency in three ways: 1) by 

increasing net photosynthetic rate (A) 2) by decreasing stomatal conductance (g) and thus 

E or 3) by changing both, resulting in a higher A/E ratio. Decreasing stomatal 
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conductance increases WUE because the reduction in transpiration is greater relative to 

the reduction in photosynthesis.  

WUE is an interesting trait from an evolutionary and ecological perspective 

because it is easy to envision a variety of situations where selection would favor or 

disfavor high WUE (Cohen 1970). WUE can be viewed from a focal plant perspective as 

the saving of water in the soil. This characteristic may be beneficial as a bet-hedging 

strategy if this physiological constraint results in increased survivorship, growth or seed 

filling later in the season. However, under water-rich conditions, or in the presence of 

competition, high WUE may be detrimental. In the first case, stomatal regulation of E 

may limit carbon gain and growth. In the latter, saving water in the soil may simply result 

in better performance of a focal plant’s competitors. Indeed, selection on photosynthetic 

traits and WUE is often shown to be environment-dependent (Bennington and McGraw 

1995; Dudley 1996a, b; Heschel et al. 2002; Knight et al. 2006; Sherrard and Maherali 

2006; Donovan et al. 2007).  

Additionally, the relationships between WUE, plant performance, and other 

ecological traits are not always straightforward. Theory predicts that high WUE comes at 

the cost of high carbon gain however this does not seem to be an absolute rule (Donovan 

and Ehleringer 1994). Additionally, phenotypic correlations often reflect expectations 

based on selection (e.g. high WUE and small leaves), but genetic correlations do not 

always share this pattern (Dudley 1996b). Similarly, positive correlations between WUE 

and flowering time are often (e.g. McKay et al. 2003) but not always observed (Wu et al. 

2010) and may vary with life history or the scale of variation studied (e.g. within vs. 

between species). Also, due to the intrinsic link between photosynthesis and stomatal 

conductance (Wong et al. 1979), it may be expected that their independent evolution is 
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constrained. However, A and g are not always correlated (Caruso et al. 2005a), indicating 

potential for independent evolution.  

Instantaneous measures of WUE (A/g or A/E) can be ‘noisy’ due to spatial and 

temporal environmental heterogeneity. Therefore, integrated WUE is often estimated 

using the carbon isotopic composition, !13C, which is the ratio of stable carbon isotopes 
13C and 12C relative to a standard (Farquhar et al. 1989; Lambers et al. 1998; Dawson et 

al. 2002). Physiologically, this proxy reflects WUE because as stomata close the partial 

pressure of CO2 inside a leaf decreases, resulting in relatively more 13C being assimilated. 

!13C gives a measure of how much 13C was assimilated during photosynthesis and 

incorporated into the plant tissue. !13C thus provides a measure of WUE averaged over 

the lifespan of the plant tissue measured and provides a tighter estimate of photosynthetic 

WUE than instantaneous gas exchange measurements.  

 

STUDY SYSTEMS 

 
Ipomopsis aggregata 

Ipomopsis aggregata (scarlet gilia, Polemoniaceae) is a monocarpic short-lived 

perennial native to the western third of the United States. It is an obligate outcrosser with 

a life span of two to ten years. On average, plants in natural populations flower at 

approximately five years of age. Individuals grow for most of their lives as vegetative 

rosettes and then flower, fruit and die during their final year. Flowers are born on a tall 

bolting inflorescence that elongates from the rosette. Individual plants produce many 

flowers, often >150 and possibly up to 1000, depending on physiology and 

environmental conditions. Each flower can produce a single fruit capsule containing as 

many as ~20 seeds. Experimental plants started in the greenhouse and transplanted to the 
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field flower and fruit a year after planting, and are similar in phenology, floral 

characteristics, and size to individuals in natural populations. 

Ipomopsis aggregata is an ideal species for studying the evolutionary ecology and 

genetics of physiological variation because it grows across a large elevation gradient in 

diverse habitats including grasslands, pine forests, and mountain meadows (Wilken and 

Allard 1986; Grant and Wilken 1987). Water availability, light, and temperature have 

been demonstrated as ecologically important selective factors in Ipomopsis. Specifically, 

water use efficiency (Campbell et al. 2005), and photosynthetic light and temperature 

optima (Wu and Campbell 2006) are variable among Colorado populations of I. 

aggregata and I. tenuituba, and reciprocal transplants demonstrate fitness is genotype and 

habitat-dependent (Campbell and Waser 2001, 2007). Additionally, integrated WUE of 

Ipomopsis aggregata responds to water supplementation during the flowering/fruiting 

season (A. Kenney unpublished), suggesting water limitation is a significant driver of 

physiology in I. aggregata.  

Ipomopsis aggregata subspp. candida and I. aggregata subspp. collina are two 

described subspecies that grow along the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains. Pure 

populations of I. a. collina were originally described as growing at high elevations in 

mixed forest/forest edge habitat while pure I. a. candida grows at relatively lower 

elevations in mixed-grass prairie meadows (Grant & Wilken 1986, Wilken & Allard 

1986). While many populations of the two subspecies are geographically separate and 

remain distinct, the two habitat types occur across the mountains in a mosaic, creating 

hybrid zones and populations of intermediate phenotypes (Grant & Wilken 1986, Wilken 

& Allard 1986).  

Finally, pollination biology in Ipomopsis has been extensively studied. Pollinator-

mediated selection has been demonstrated on floral traits, including flower number, 
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corolla size and color, and nectar concentration (Campbell 1991; Campbell et al. 1991; 

Mitchell and Waser 1992; Campbell and Halama 1993; Mitchell 1993, 1994; Campbell et 

al. 1996; Campbell et al. 1997; Campbell 2009), and is classically thought to have been 

an important driver of divergence in floral characters among species and subspecies, 

including I. aggregata subspp. candida and I. aggregata subspp. collina.  

 
Arabidopsis thaliana 

Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress, Brassicaceae) is a self-fertilizing herbaceous 

annual native to Eurasia and naturalized in North America. A. thaliana plants produce 

autonomously selfing flowers, ranging from fewer than 20 to up to 1000, depending on 

genotype and environmental conditions. Each flower produces a single silique fruit 

containing many small seeds.   

A. thaliana is a classic model system used for studying life history variation, 

flowering time, local adaptation, phenotypic plasticity, population structure, genomics, 

and molecular genetics (reviewed in Alonso-Blanco and Koornneef 2000; Koornneef et 

al. 2004; Koornneef and Meinke 2010). It is an ideal system for investigating the 

quantitative genetics and ecology of physiological and phenological variation because it 

grows over a wide geographic and climatic range (Hancock et al. 2011).  

Populations of A. thaliana vary in life history and flowering time (McKay et al. 

2003; Caicedo et al. 2004; Stinchcombe et al. 2004; Juenger et al. 2005c). In natural 

populations, plants typically germinate in late fall, over-winter, and bloom in early spring 

(often referred to as winter annuals) or germinate in early spring and then bloom in late 

spring/early summer (spring annuals) (Koornneef et al. 2004). Winter annuals generally 

require cold vernalization in order to flower, while spring annuals lack a vernalization 

requirement. There is also extensive variation in water use efficiency (Hausmann et al. 
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2005; Juenger et al. 2005b; Juenger et al. 2006; McKay et al. 2008; Juenger et al. 2010), 

which is positively correlated with flowering time (McKay et al. 2003). A complex 

genetic architecture underlies this variation, including multiple loci, epistasis, genetic by 

environmental interaction, and pleiotropy (McKay et al. 2003; Hausmann et al. 2005; 

Juenger et al. 2005b; Juenger et al. 2005c; McKay et al. 2008). It appears variation in 

water use efficiency is adaptive for drought response (McKay et al. 2003), however this 

has not been directly tested. Moreover, recent studies suggest selection on flowering time 

loci is season and environment-specific (Weinig et al. 2003; Korves et al. 2007) and that 

climate is a major force shaping local adaptation among populations of A. thaliana 

(Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 2011). 
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Chapter 1:  The genetic architecture of water use efficiency (!13C) and 
flowering time in Ipomopsis aggregata 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Water limitation significantly affects distribution and productivity of crop (Boyer 

1982) and wild (Lambers et al. 1998) plant populations world-wide, and is a likely driver 

of local adaptation and speciation (Stebbins 1952; Lexer and Fay 2005). Plant adaptation 

to cope with climatic stress, including water limitation, frequently involves complex 

ecological traits, such as flowering time (Franks et al. 2007; Franks 2011), photosynthetic 

gas exchange (see examples in Arntz and Delph 2001), water use efficiency (Dudley 

1996a, b), and leaf size (Dudley 1996a, b). Despite substantial evidence for local 

adaptation to climate, relatively little is known about the genetic basis of these traits. 

Furthermore, how genetics and ecology combine to produce patterns of phenotypic 

variation in nature, and how this may impact patterns of selection and future evolution of 

these traits is not completely understood. 

Elucidating the genetic basis of ecological traits is crucial for understanding how 

complex adaptations evolve (Ackerly et al. 2000; Mackay 2001; Geber and Griffen 2003; 

Rausher 2005; Anderson et al. 2011b). Furthermore, elucidating the genetic loci 

underlying important ecophysiological, phenological, and/or growth traits can inform 

efforts to improve the local adaptation and yield of economically important plants such as 

food and biofuel crops (Boyer 1982).  

Quantitative trait loci (QTL) are unobserved locations in the genome that underlie 

phenotypic variation, i.e. a spot on a chromosome that contains one or more genes for a 

trait (Lynch and Walsh 1998; Mackay 2001). QTL mapping provides information on the 
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genetic architecture of traits, e.g. minimum number of genes, magnitudes of effects, and 

patterns of epistasis trait (Lynch and Walsh 1998; Mackay 2001). Most of the research to 

date on the genetics of physiological traits in plants has focused on model systems such 

as Arabidopsis thaliana (Juenger et al. 2000; Hausmann et al. 2005; McKay et al. 2008) 

and various agricultural species (Specht et al. 2001; Teulat et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2009; 

Julier et al. 2010; Pearson et al. 2011).   

 QTL studies have successfully identified genomic regions underlying water use 

efficiency (Specht et al. 2001; Brendel et al. 2002; Hausmann et al. 2005; Juenger et al. 

2005b; Brendel et al. 2008; McKay et al. 2008; Takai et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2009; Julier et 

al. 2010), flowering time (Juenger et al. 2005c; Anderson et al. 2011a), flower 

morphology (Bradshaw et al. 1998; Juenger et al. 2000; Fishman et al. 2002; Juenger et 

al. 2005a), flower color (Bradshaw et al. 1998), leaf nitrogen content (Brouillette et al. 

2007), and salt tolerance (Lowry et al. 2009). Many of these traits show complex genetic 

architectures, e.g. QTL x QTL and QTL x environment epistatic interactions underlying 

water use efficiency (Juenger et al. 2005c) and evidence for pleiotropy underlying genetic 

correlations between water use efficiency and flowering time in A. thaliana (McKay et al. 

2003). However, we still know relatively little about the genetic architecture of 

ecologically important traits in non-model plant systems. 

Here, I investigate the genetic architecture of water use efficiency (WUE) and 

flowering time in the wildflower Ipomopsis aggregata. Water use efficiency and 

flowering time, which are often phenotypically correlated, are important traits for drought 

response and adaptation to climate. Therefore, understanding their genetic basis and 

potential for independent evolution will increase our understanding of how these traits 

evolve, as well as inform efforts to improve drought response and adaptation in crop 

plants. In the current study, I use a QTL mapping approach to 1) identify genetic loci 
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underlying WUE and flowering time, 2) estimate the total amount of phenotypic variation 

explained by these loci, 3) determine whether epistasis significantly contributes to genetic 

variation, and 4) determine whether there is evidence that pleiotropy and/or genetic 

linkage underlies phenotypic correlations between WUE and flowering time. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Plant Material 

I used an outbred pseudotestcross to perform QTL mapping. The mapping 

population was a four-way phase-known breeding design with four grandparents, each 

collected from a different native I. aggregata population in Colorado (Left Hand, Spring 

Creek, Wilkerson Pass, and Cuchara; Table 1.1). Based on flower color, Wilkerson pass 

and Left Hand were identified as “candida-like” (white, pale pink, long, narrow corolla) 

and Cuchara and Spring Creek were identified as “collina-like” (red, wide, short corolla). 

One-way crosses were performed between grandparents (Cuchara X Wilkerson Pass, 

Spring Creek X Left Hand) to make two parent individuals. Then, these two parents were 

reciprocally crossed, creating a large outbred population of full siblings (N=384, Figure 

1.1). Thus, each individual in the mapping population carries a mixture of the four 

grandparent nuclear genomes. Also, because these are reciprocal offspring, this 

population segregates two maternal cytoplasms. All crosses were performed in the 

greenhouse under controlled conditions.  

This study is part of a larger project focused on the evolutionary genetics of floral 

variation in I. aggregata. My dissertation advisor, Thomas E. Juenger, whom I 

collaborated with to perform my research on the genetic basis of ecophysiological traits, 

performed the crosses to create the mapping population. 
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Growing Conditions 

All seeds were cold stratified on wet sand at ~ 4"C for four weeks in November 

2005 to stimulate germination. Seedlings were germinated and grown in controlled 

greenhouse conditions at The University of Texas at Austin. Following germination and 

emergence of the first two true leaves, seedlings were transplanted in January 2006 into 

656-mL Deepots (Stuewe and Sons) containing potting mix (equal parts Promix BT 

potting soil, sand, and Turface Athletics MVP turface). Plants were subsequently 

transplanted into gallon-sized pots in mid March 2006.  

Plants were transported to Colorado in late May 2006 and transplanted into a 

common garden field site as rosettes during early June. The common garden field site 

was located in a meadow at ~2,450 m elevation on private property in the Front Range of 

the Rocky Mountains. Two native I. aggregata populations are adjacent and visible from 

the common garden site. Position of each individual was haphazardly determined. To 

facilitate transplant success, all plants were hand watered after transplanting. Watering 

was decreased over the season and halted in early August 2006. Transplant success was 

extremely high, with less than 10% mortality at the end of the 2006 summer season. 

Transplants experienced a natural summer growing season, over-wintered, and flowered 

the following summer of 2007.  

 
Data Collection 
 
Phenotypes 

I measured integrated water use efficiency and flowering time. Before taking 

plants to Colorado in late May 2006, I collected leaf tissue from every plant for 

greenhouse measures of integrated WUE. I measured integrated leaf WUE as the 13C/12C 

isotopic ratio, !13C (Farquhar et al. 1989; Dawson et al. 2002) using 2-3 leaves collected 
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from each plant. Leaves were oven dried, pooled within individual, and ground in 

centrifuge tubes with ball bearings. Two mg of leaf tissue were loaded into a tin capsule 

and analyzed on a mass spectrometer at the University of California at Davis’s Stable 

Isotope Laboratory. Data are presented as carbon isotope ratios relative to the V-PDB 

standard (RPDB), where !13C (‰) = (Rsample/RPDB-1)*1000.  

Plants were monitored daily to every other day for date of first flower. Flowering 

began on 20 June 2007. Flowering date was converted to a rank-ordered value with 20 

June 2007 being day one.  

 
Genotypes 

We genotyped this mapping population at 54 genetic markers (45 microsatellites 

and 9 single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs). Marker information including marker 

names and primer sequences for the microsatellites, and marker names for the single 

nucleotide polymorphisms can be found in Table 1.2. Of the 45 microsatellite markers, 

information for nine of them was acquired through the generosity of other researchers. 

Thirty-four were identified from a microsatellite library purchased by T. Juenger and 

developed in the Juenger laboratory by two former research technicians. The final two 

microsatellites were identified from Ipomopsis 454 genome sequence data by a postdoc in 

the Juenger lab and developed by A. Kenney. Former technicians and A. Kenney 

performed microsatellite genotyping. Single nucleotide polymorphisms were identified 

by a research technician using an Ipomopsis EST database purchased by T. Juenger. 

Genomic DNA was extracted from leaf tissue from all plants using a modified 

Cetyltrimethyl Ammonium Bromide (CTAB) extraction. Microsatellites were amplified 

with fluorescently labeled primers in multiplexed PCR reactions using Qiagen’s 

Multiplex PCR Kit (Qiagen, Inc.). Fluorescently labeled PCR fragments were diluted in 
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HiDi™ Formamide (Applied Biosystems, Inc., ABI) with GeneScan™ 500 ROX™ Size 

Standard (ABI) and analyzed on an ABI 3730 capillary sequencer at The University of 

Texas at Austin’s DNA Core facility. Microsatellite fragment sizes were scored by eye 

using the programs Genemapper (ABI) and Genemarker (SoftGenetics). SNPs were 

genotyped using the ABI Taqman platform at The University of Texas at Austin’s DNA 

Core facility by a research technician in the Juenger lab.  

 
Statistical Analysis 
 
Phenotypic correlation between WUE and flowering time 

I estimated the phenotypic correlation between WUE and flowering time as the 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (analysis performed in R).  
 
QTL mapping 

There is not an existing genetic linkage map for Ipomopsis aggregata; therefore, 

we needed to estimate a map to perform QTL analysis. We used the software JoinMap 

(Stam 1993, Kyazma B.V.) to create an initial map because JoinMap was written for 

outbred crossing designs. We then imported this map into R/qtl (Broman et al. 2003; 

Team 2008) and adjusted marker orders and positions using the ripple function. The final 

genetic linkage map used for subsequent QTL analysis contained seven linkage 

groups/chromosomes (Figure 1.2). 

I used a model building strategy to identify QTLs using the program R/qtl. First, I 

performed scans for a single QTL and two QTLs using the scanone and scantwo 

functions. Using these results, I created initial QTL objects using the function makeqtl. 

These initial QTLs were combined into a model using the function fitqtl, which tests the 

significance and explanatory power of the model using an analysis of variance. 

Additional QTLs were identified using the functions addqtl and addpair, which perform 
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scans for an additional single QTL and an additional two QTLs, respectively, while 

accounting for variation due to existing QTLs specified in the model. Epistatic 

interactions were identified using the function addint.  

QTL locations were estimated at the highest likelihood position. Credible 

intervals for QTL locations were estimated using 1.5 likelihood drop windows on either 

side of the position estimate. 

I tested for cytoplasmic effects on !13C and flowering time using one-way 

analysis of variance in R. In addition, cytoplasm was tested as an additive and interactive 

covariate in the QTL analyses to test the main effect of cytoplasm, as well as possible 

epistatic interactions between QTL and cytoplasmic background.   

 

RESULTS 

 
Phenotypic variation in WUE (!13C) 

The mapping population segregated a large range of continuous variation in !13C 

(Figure 1.3). Means of the mapping population (“F2 mean”), three grandparental type 

populations (Cu=Cuchara, SC=Spring Creek, WP = Wilkerson Pass), and two hybrid 

types are indicated on the distribution plot in Figure 1.3. The distribution of the mapping 

population is extremely large compared to the parental means, indicating transgressive 

segregation. Water use efficiency was positively correlated with flowering time; plants 

with higher !13C (higher WUE) flowered later than plants with lower !13C (lower WUE) 

(Figure 1.4).  
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Cytoplasmic effects and QTL underlying WUE (!13C) and flowering time 

Maternal cytoplasm significantly affected !13C; plants with the Spring Creek 

cytoplasm had higher !13C (higher WUE) than plants with the Cuchara cytoplasm (Figure 

1.5). Cytoplasm did not affect flowering time (data not shown). 

I identified a total of four QTL as well as significant QTL-QTL epistatic 

interactions underlying WUE (Table 1.3, Figure 1.6) and flowering time (Table 1.4, 

Figure 1.7). All WUE and flowering time QTL localized to the same four linkage groups 

(chromosomes 3, 4, 5 and 7, Figure 1.8). WUE had three significant QTL-QTL 

interactions, as well as a marginally significant (based on LOD score) QTL-cytoplasm 

interaction (Table 1.3). Flowering time also had three significant QTL-QTL interactions, 

two of which were between the same linkage group pairs as WUE (Table 1.4). The effect 

of the interaction between QTL 2 and QTL 3 on flowering time is plotted in Figure 1.9. 

This shows that the effect of QTL 2 genotype on flowering time, e.g. the effect of the BC 

compared to the AC genotype, depends on the QTL 3 genotype. 

In total, these models explained ~35% and ~40% of the phenotypic variance in 

WUE and flowering time, respectively (Tables 1.3 and 1.4). It should be noted that 

%Variance for each QTL effect in Tables 1.3 and 1.4 are estimated through drop-one-

term vs. full model comparisons, and are inflated relative to the absolute value of each 

QTLs effect on trait variation. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 
Phenotypic variance explained 

Using a QTL mapping approach, I found evidence for substantial genetic 

variation in water use efficiency and flowering phenology in Ipomopsis aggregata. The 
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range of !13C values in this I. aggregata mapping population is quite large (~ -32 to -26) 

and biologically significant. In Arabidopsis thaliana, a 0.5 increase in !13C corresponds 

to a 25% increase in transpiration efficiency (biomass gained/water transpired, Juenger et 

al. 2005b). If a similar relationship between integrated WUE and transpiration efficiency 

holds in I. aggregata, the range of !13C observed in the mapping population (6 units 

!13C) would represent a 300% increase in transpiration efficiency (note however, that 

there is likely an upper limit to transpiration efficiency). The total variance explained in 

both WUE (35%) and flowering time (40%) indicates that there is significant genetic 

variation underlying this phenotypic range, which would allow for future evolutionary 

response to selection, e.g. altered selection due to climate change. 

 
Epistasis and cytoplasmic effects 

I found evidence for complex genetic architecture underlying WUE and flowering 

time variation. Significant QTL-QTL epistasis explained a large portion of the 

phenotypic variation in the mapping population, particularly for flowering time. For 

flowering time, the relative amount of phenotypic variance explained by epistasis vs. 

main effects (~30% vs. ~70% of the variance explained) shows that epistasis underlies a 

large portion of flowering time variation. Similar patterns are seen in A. thaliana, for 

which multiple loci and epistasis underlie variation in water use efficiency and flowering 

time (McKay et al. 2003; Juenger et al. 2005b; Juenger et al. 2005c; McKay et al. 2008). 

These results suggest that the expression of ecophysiology and phenology is very 

complex, and contributes additional evidence that epistasis plays an important role in 

local adaptation and the evolution of quantitative traits (Malmberg and Mauricio 2005).  

I found evidence for an effect of cytoplasm and a significant QTL-cytoplasm 

interaction, however the amount of phenotypic variance due to these effects was 
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relatively small and support for the latter was only marginal. Nevertheless, this suggests 

photosynthetic genes located in the chloroplast (or genes in the mitochondria) may drive 

variation in water use efficiency. This is supported by previous work showing 

cytoplasmic background affects photosynthetic physiology and temperature responses in 

I. aggregata, I. tenuituba, and experimental hybrids (Wu and Campbell 2006, 2007) as 

well as hybrid survival in native I. aggregata habitats (Campbell and Waser 2001). 

Additionally, population genetic variation across a contact zone between I. aggregata and 

I. tenuituba shows that cytoplasmic haplotype is spatially structure across the 

environment (Wu and Campbell 2005). Together, these results suggest that selection on 

genes in the chloroplast may be important for drought response and local adaptation to 

climate in I. aggregata.  

 
Phenotypic correlation and genetic architecture 

I observed a positive phenotypic correlation between WUE and flowering time, a 

pattern that has been previously observed in other systems (Geber and Dawson 1990; 

McKay et al. 2008). This pattern of plants with low WUE and early flowering vs. high 

WUE and late flowering is often described as existing along a continuum of drought 

escape vs. tolerance (Cohen 1970; Ludlow 1989). Furthermore, phenotypic and genetic 

correlations can be due to multiple factors, including environmental covariance, local 

adaptation, genetic linkage, and/or pleiotropy. Elucidating the genetic architecture of 

these traits can facilitate distinguishing between these potential causes.  

In the present results, I found adjacent localization for all four QTL underlying 

flowering time and WUE, as well as two out of three QTL-QTL epistatic interactions 

between the same QTL pairs. This suggests genetic linkage is at least partially 

responsible for the observed phenotypic correlation. Note that !13C values for the data 
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presented are from greenhouse-grown tissue, while flowering time values are from the 

same individuals after overwintering in natural field conditions. Therefore, environmental 

covariance cannot explain this phenotypic correlation. Additionally, adjacent localization 

of 6 out of 7 effects (4 main effects, 2 interactions) is an extremely striking pattern. It is 

possible that the true locations of these QTLs actually overlap and that we did not 

accurately localize their positions (possibly due to low marker density and/or statistical 

artifacts such as interactions with cytoplasm). This would indicate a possible role for 

pleiotropy underlying this phenotypic correlation, which has been observed in A. thaliana 

(McKay et al. 2003; Kinoshita et al. 2011). Alternatively, this adjacent co-localization 

may represent a true pattern of genetic linkage. This is still a striking result however, and 

would suggest a possible role for the evolution of co-inheritance of WUE and flowering 

time. Regardless of the causal nature (genetic linkage vs. pleiotropy) this strong pattern 

of overlapping genetic architecture indicates that independent evolution of flowering time 

and WUE may be constrained in I. aggregata.  

 
Conclusions 

I found evidence for substantial genetic variation in water use efficiency and 

flowering time, with 35% - 40% of the phenotypic variance explained by all genetic 

effects. I found a moderate number of QTL with relatively strong effects for both traits, 

suggesting the genetic architecture of these traits falls somewhere in the middle of the 

few genes of large effect vs. many genes of small effect dichotomy. Additionally, the 

genetic architecture of WUE and flowering time is complex, including QTL x QTL 

epistatic interactions, and evidence for QTL x cytoplasmic interactions underlying 

variation in WUE. These results suggest that the genetic architecture of ecological traits 

and how they may respond to selection is more complex than predicted by strictly 
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additive genetic models, which may not accurately represent the true nature of most 

quantitative traits. The strong pattern of adjacent localization of WUE and flowering time 

QTL and the shared pattern of epistatic linkage group pairs suggest a possible role of 

pleiotropy or the evolution of co-inheritance for these traits, which has implications for 

how these traits evolve, including their potential for independent evolution. Finally, the 

effect of cytoplasmic background on WUE and the evidence for a QTL x cytoplasm 

interaction suggests that plastid (or mitochondrial) genes may be an important component 

of adaptation to climatic stress. 
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Chapter 2: Plasticity and environment-dependent natural selection on 
water use efficiency, flowering time, and nectar production in Ipomopsis 

aggregata 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Water limitation has strong effects on the expression of ecophysiological and 

phenological traits as well as plant fitness and productivity (Lambers et al. 1998). For 

example, plants often exhibit higher water use efficiency (WUE, Juenger et al. 2005c), 

earlier flowering time (Franks et al. 2007), and reduced fitness under drought compared 

to well-watered conditions (Dudley 1996a). Also, selection on ecophysiological traits is 

often highly environment-dependent (Cohen 1970; Ackerly et al. 2000; Arntz and Delph 

2001; Geber and Griffen 2003). For example, depending on the life history and 

environmental context, drought may favor relatively low (Donovan et al. 2007) or high 

WUE (Dudley 1996a, b) and early or late flowering time (Hall and Willis 2006). While 

the importance of water availability for expression and selection on ecophysiological 

traits is well established, the effects of abiotic resource limitation on floral trait 

expression, the functional relationships between ecophysiological and floral traits, and 

how water limitation affects selection on floral traits have rarely been investigated (Galen 

et al. 1999; Galen 2000; Caruso et al. 2005a).  

Floral traits such as flower size, number, and nectar production are important for 

successful pollination of animal-pollinated species (Campbell et al. 1991; Mitchell 1994; 

Campbell et al. 1996), which commonly exhibit pollen limitation (Knight et al. 2005). 

However, these traits can be expensive to produce (Galen 1999; Galen et al. 1999; Galen 

2000). Thus, net selection on floral traits likely results from a tradeoff between benefits to 
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pollination and production costs (Haig and Westoby 1988; Galen 1999; Galen et al. 1999; 

Galen 2000; Caruso et al. 2005b). Additionally, floral trait expression can vary with 

abiotic resources (Carroll et al. 2001; Mal and Lovett-Doust 2005; Caruso et al. 2006; 

Burkle and Irwin 2009; Herlihy and Delph 2009; Halpern et al. 2010) and/or be 

correlated with physiological traits (Galen et al. 1999; Carroll et al. 2001; Lambrecht and 

Dawson 2007; Kelly et al. 2008). Also, correlations among these traits may vary with the 

abundance of abiotic resources, e.g. water availability (Carroll et al. 2001; Kelly et al. 

2008).  

Furthermore, the relative importance of selection on ecophysiological vs. floral 

traits may depend on the relative limitation of abiotic vs. biotic resources (Haig and 

Westoby 1988). For example, if pollinators are abundant but water resources are rare, 

selection may favor a conservative water-use physiology over production of numerous 

flowers or large quantities of nectar, especially if there are not enough resources to 

develop fruits from all the flowers on a plant (Haig and Westoby 1988). In contrast, if 

abiotic resources are abundant and pollinator competition is relatively high, selection may 

favor investing more resources in pollinator attraction through increased nectar 

production. Ultimately, simultaneous investigation of ecophysiological and floral trait 

expression and their relationship to plant fitness in multiple environments is crucial to 

understanding the forces shaping natural variation and local adaptation in these traits. In 

the current study, I address these questions in Ipomopsis aggregata (Polemoniaceae), an 

obligately outcrossing, animal-pollinated, monocarpic herb native to the western United 

States.  

Ipomopsis aggregata is an ideal species for studying ecophysiological variation 

because it grows across a large elevation gradient in diverse habitats including 

grasslands, pine forests, and mountain meadows (Wilken and Allard 1986; Grant and 
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Wilken 1987). Water availability, light, and temperature have been demonstrated as 

ecologically important selective factors in Ipomopsis. Specifically, water use efficiency 

(Campbell et al. 2005), and photosynthetic light and temperature optima (Wu and 

Campbell 2006) are variable among Colorado populations of I. aggregata and I. 

tenuituba, and reciprocal transplants demonstrate fitness is genotype and habitat-

dependent (Campbell and Waser 2001, 2007). Additionally, integrated WUE of 

Ipomopsis aggregata responds to water supplementation during the flowering/fruiting 

season (A. Kenney unpublished), suggesting water limitation is a significant driver of 

physiology in I. aggregata. 

In addition to abiotic resources, I. aggregata is dependent on pollination by 

animal vectors and is often pollen-limited (Campbell and Halama 1993; Juenger and 

Bergelson 1997; Burkle and Irwin 2009). Furthermore, fecundity is simultaneously 

limited by both pollen and abiotic resource limitation (Campbell and Halama 1993; 

Juenger and Bergelson 1997). I. aggregata flowers vary from red to white with various 

shades of pink and produce nectar as a primary pollinator reward. I. aggregata’s 

predominant pollinator visitors are broad-tailed and rufus hummingbirds (Selasphorus 

platycercus and Salasphorus rufus) and white-lined hawkmoths (Hyles lineata). Flower 

production (Mitchell 1994) and nectar volume (Mitchell and Waser 1992; Mitchell 1993, 

1994; Irwin and Brody 1998) significantly affect hummingbird visitation to I. aggregata 

flowers and components of male and female fitness. Fertilizer+water addition 

significantly increases flower production (Campbell and Halama 1993; Juenger and 

Bergelson 1997; Burkle and Irwin 2009) and nectar volume (Campbell and Halama 1993; 

Burkle and Irwin 2009). Light and/or temperature are also likely drivers of nectar 

production (Pleasants 1983). Finally, selection on flower size has been shown to vary for 
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female vs. male fitness, suggesting selection on floral traits is a function of costs and 

benefits in I. aggregata (Campbell 1997).  

While both ecophysiological and floral traits have been shown to respond to 

abiotic resources and be important for reproductive success, few studies have 

simultaneously investigated plasticity and phenotypic selection on both types of traits 

(Galen et al. 1999; Galen 2000). Furthermore, the relationships between water use 

efficiency, phenology, and nectar production, and their combined impacts on fitness have 

not been studied in I. aggregata, despite independent evidence for the ecological and 

evolutionary importance of these traits.  

Here, I investigate plasticity and environment-dependent natural selection by 

combining a reciprocal common garden experiment with a water addition treatment. 

Specifically, I measured a suite of ecophysiological (water use efficiency, leaf 

carbon/nitrogen content), phenological (date of first flower), and floral traits (nectar 

production and % sugar concentration), as well as multiple fitness components (flower 

production, fruit production, and fecundity) on plants grown in two watering treatments 

at two field sites across an elevation gradient. Using these data I address the following 

specific questions:  

1) Do site and water availability affect expression and/or phenotypic correlations  

  among ecophysiological, phenological, and floral traits? 

2) Does natural selection on these traits vary with site and water availability? 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Experimental Design 

This experiment included two common garden field sites (low and high 

elevation), two watering treatments within site (dry/control and well-

watered/supplemented), and four plant families equally represented within site and 

treatment. Individual measurements were made for lifetime integrated water use 

efficiency, leaf carbon/nitrogen ratio, date of first flower, flower production, fruit 

production, and fecundity. Multiple flowers per plant were measured for nectar 

production. Instantaneous gas exchange was measured on a subset of plants at the high 

site. Within each site, a spatial blocking factor was used to account for spatial 

environmental variation (2 blocks at the low site, 3 blocks at the high site). 

 
Plant Material 

This experiment included four full-sib families, created by crossing individuals 

from four native I. aggregata populations in Colorado (Left Hand, Wilkerson Pass, 

Cuchara, and Spring Creek, Table 1.1). Families one and two were created by 

reciprocally crossing individuals from the genetic mapping population from chapter 1. 

Families one and two have different parents, but are descended from the same four 

grandparents of the pseudotestcross. Thus, these two families will segregate a subset of 

the trait variation from these four populations. Also, families one and two have 

cytoplasms from different grandparent individuals (family one has Cuchara cytoplasm, 

family two has Spring Creek cytoplasm).  

Families three and four are first generation reciprocal full-sibs between three of 

the same four source populations (Wilkerson Pass x Cuchara, Spring Creek x Wilkerson 

Pass). Therefore, families three and four will likely segregate similar ecological trait 
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variation to families one and two. Initial data analyses showed that family type (families 

one/two vs. families three/four) and cross direction within family did not affect trait 

variation. Therefore, cross direction and type were not explicitly considered in statistical 

analyses. Initial sample sizes were 227, 216, 54, and 34 for families one, two, three, and 

four, respectively. Half of the individuals in each family were planted at each site (113, 

108, 27, and 17, respectively).  

 
Growth Conditions 

All seeds were cold-stratified on wet sand at ~ 4"C for four weeks in January 

2008 to stimulate germination. Seedlings were germinated and grown in controlled 

greenhouse conditions at The University of Texas at Austin. Following germination and 

emergence of the first two true leaves, seedlings were transplanted in early March 2008 

into 656-mL Deepots (Stuewe and Sons) containing potting mix (equal parts Promix BT 

potting soil, sand, and Turface Athletics MVP turface). Plants were transported to 

Colorado in late May 2008 and transplanted into the field as small rosettes during mid-

June (low site) and early July (high site). Site and position were randomly determined for 

each individual with families evenly distributed across each site. To facilitate transplant 

success, all plants were hand watered after transplanting. Watering was decreased over 

the season and halted in late August 2008. Transplant success was extremely high, with 

less than 5% mortality at the end of the 2008 summer season. However, there was 

significant herbivore mortality (~35%) at the low site spring 2009 due to root-boring 

moth larvae. To prevent further mortality, remaining larvae were removed from the soil 

and a broad-spectrum insecticide powder was applied to the soil. Numbers of survivors at 

the low site in early summer 2009 were 78, 57, 25, and 11 for families one, two, three, 
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and four, respectively. Numbers of survivors at the high site in early summer 2009 were 

107, 83, 25, and 16 for each family, respectively.  

 
Field Sites 

The high elevation site (~ 3,048 m) was located in a mixed forb meadow nested 

within mixed Pine forest on property operated by the University of Colorado at Boulder 

Mountain Research Station. The low elevation site (~ 1,676 m) was located in a dense 

native grass matrix at the Denver Botanical Gardens at Chatfield. Similarly to natural 

populations at lower elevations, the low site had a higher density of competitors.  

 
Watering Treatment 

Watering treatments were initiated in spring 2009 soon after the onset of 

inflorescence elongation at each site (late April at the low site, and the middle of June at 

the high site). Water supplementation (wet) and control (dry) treatments were randomly 

assigned to half of the plants within each family at each site. Approximately 950 mL of 

water were provided directly to the root zone of watered plants over ~30 minutes using 

irrigation tubing and flow controlled drippers (Dripworks). Water was applied every 3rd 

day for approximately one month, then increased to every other day until the end of the 

season. To estimate the effect of the watering treatment on soil water content, soil 

moisture (%) was recorded near each live plant using a hand-held soil moisture probe 

(CSA Hydrosense by Campbell Scientific) on a single day following irrigation at each 

site. The watering treatment significantly increased soil moisture at both sites (Figure 

2.1).  
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Measurement of Traits 

To quantify plastic response and selection on ecophysiology, phenology, and 

floral traits, I measured integrated water use efficiency, leaf carbon and nitrogen content, 

flowering time, nectar production, flower production, fruit production and fecundity 

(seed production). Each site was monitored for date of first flower. Flowering began at 

the low site on 13 June 2009. Flowering date was converted to a rank-ordered value with 

13 June being day one. Flowering at the high site began on 17 July 2009, day 35. 

To quantify leaf-level ecophysiology, I measured integrated leaf WUE as the 
13C/12C isotopic ratio, !13C (Farquhar et al. 1989) using 2-3 leaves collected from each 

plant during the flowering and fruiting period at both sites. In addition, I measured leaf 

nitrogen and carbon on these samples. Leaves were oven dried, pooled, and ground in 

centrifuge tubes with ball bearings. Two and a half mg of leaf tissue were loaded into a 

tin capsule and analyzed on a mass spectrometer at the University of Georgia’s Stable 

Isotope Laboratory. Data are presented as carbon isotope ratios relative to the V-PDB 

standard (RPDB), where !13C (‰) = (Rsample/RPDB-1)*1000. These values are expressed per 

mil (‰). Relative leaf carbon and nitrogen content are expressed as a ratio (C/N). 

To quantify nectar production, I measured volume and concentration of nectar 

produced by newly developed flowers from 1 to 12 flowers per plant. Just before flowers 

opened, the ends were taped shut with masking tape to prevent pollinator visitation. 

Approximately 48 hours later, nectar volume (µL) was measured using volume-length 

calibrated microcapillary glass pipettes (Drummond Scientific). Nectar concentration 

(%Brix) was measured using a hand-held refractometer (brand). Measurements were 

made in the afternoon on days following water treatment application. Because %Brix 

estimates are affected by temperature, nectar concentration was adjusted for temperature 

according to the correction table provided by the manufacturer. Temperatures used for 
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the low site were from a Colorado Department of Transportation weather station less than 

a mile away. Temperatures used for the high site were from a weather station installed 

within the research plot. Temperature was averaged for the time period of nectar 

measurements on each day. Nectar was measured on 8 days at the low site, and 8 days at 

the high site. 

To quantify treatment effects on instantaneous leaf gas exchange, I measured net 

photosynthetic rate (A, µmol CO2 m-2 s-1), stomatal conductance (gs, mmol H2O m-2 s-1), 

and instantaneous WUE (A/g ratio, %) on 54 plants (27 each treatment) at the high site 

using a Li-Cor 6400 (LI-COR Biosciences). Measurements were not possible at the low 

site. Cuvette conditions were set to the following: flow rate = 400 mmol s-1, reference 

[CO2] = 400 µmol mol-1, PAR = 1800 µmol m-2 s-1, and block temperature = 26°C. 

Preliminary measurements showed that 1800 µmol m-2 s-1 (full sun = ~2000 µmol m-2 s-1) 

was squarely in the range of light saturation for these plants. Leaf temperature was 

estimated using energy balance. Relative humidity in the sample cuvette was maintained 

between 55% and 61%. Measurements were made on five days from 12 August to 3 

September 2009 between ~9:30 am and ~12:30 pm. Plants in both treatments were 

measured each day, in randomly determined order. After leaf photosynthetic and 

conductance rates stabilized, five logs were recorded over a minute and later averaged for 

each leaf. Leaves were immediately collected post measurement and sealed in a plastic 

bag inside a cooler until they could be scanned for area. Leaves were scanned using a 

desktop computer scanner (Hewlett Packard). Leaf images were processed to remove 

shadows using Adobe Photoshop and leaf area was measured using NIH ImageJ. 

At the end of the season (late August/early September for the low site, late 

September at the high site) plants were harvested to measure flower and fruit production. 

Number of flowers produced was estimated by summing the number of empty sepals 
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from non-pollinated flowers and filled fruits. One to eight fruits were collected for an 

estimate of seeds per fruit. Zeros were removed for conservative estimates of seeds per 

fruit; this only occurred for a small number of fruits. Lifetime maternal fitness (fecundity) 

was estimated by multiplying mean seeds per fruit by number of fruits.  

 
Data Analysis 
 
Environmental and genetic effects on trait expression and fitness 

I performed linear mixed model analyses using Proc Mixed (SAS/STAT® 

software version 9.2, Littell et al. 2006) to determine the significance of family, 

treatment, and block on trait expression and fitness within each site. Unless otherwise 

noted, all subsequent analyses were performed using Proc Mixed. Variance components 

were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). Family was treated as a 

random effect and tested for significance using a likelihood ratio test comparing the full 

model to one with family removed. Treatment and block were treated as fixed effects and 

tested for significance using F-ratio tests. Block was considered a fixed effect because 

there were few strategically placed blocks within each site. Fitness was relativized to the 

mean fecundity within each site. Flower production, fruit production, and relative fitness 

were log10(y+1) transformed to improve normality. A significant treatment effect 

indicates there is significant plasticity to the drought treatment. A significant family 

variance component indicates there is significant genetic variation among families.  

I performed repeated measures mixed model analyses to determine the 

significance of individual plant, family, treatment, block, temperature, and development 

age on nectar production within each site. Development age is the number of days 

between when an individual flower was measured and when that plant began flowering. 

Measurements on multiple flowers were treated as a repeated measures random effect, 
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assuming compound symmetry. Compound symmetry accounts for variation across 

measurements by assuming measurements on adjacent days are more correlated than 

measurements on days more distant in time. Family was treated as a random effect. 

Variance components for repeated measures and family were estimated using REML and 

tested for significance using likelihood ratio tests as above. Treatment, block, 

temperature, and development age were treated as fixed effects and tested for 

significance using F-ratio tests. The repeated measures random component was highly 

significant, indicating repeated measures were representative of nectar production for an 

individual plant. Therefore, repeated measurements were averaged for an estimate of 

nectar production for each individual. These averaged values were used for correlation 

and selection analyses. 

I tested for an effect of the watering treatment on instantaneous gas exchange (A, 

g, and WUE) at the high site using F-ratio tests in Proc Mixed. Block and family were not 

included in these analyses due to low sample size for gas exchange measurements.  

 
Phenotypic correlations 

I estimated phenotypic correlations as the Pearson product-moment correlation 

coefficient between all pair-wise combinations of measured traits on individuals within 

each treatment at each site using Proc Corr (SAS/STAT®).  

 
Phenotypic selection 

In order to quantify how selection varies across environments, I performed 

phenotypic selection analyses within each treatment at each site. Analyses were 

performed using relative fitness (absolute fecundity relativized to the mean fecundity 

within each treatment) and phenotypic traits standardized to a mean of zero and standard 
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deviation of one within each treatment. First, I estimated linear selection differentials for 

each trait as the regression coefficient of relative fitness regressed on an individual trait.  

Second, I estimated linear direct selection as the partial regression coefficient 

from a multiple regression of relative fitness on all measured traits (Lande and Arnold 

1983). Additionally, family and block were included as fixed effects to account for 

variation in fitness due to family and spatial environmental variation, respectively. P 

values were estimated using log10(y+1) transformed fitness. Nonlinear selection was not 

analyzed due to low sample size and the large number of traits.  

 

RESULTS 

 
Environmental and Genetic Effects on Traits and Fitness 

I detected a significant response to the watering treatment for !13C (Table 2.1), 

nectar volume, and nectar concentration (Table 2.2) at the low and high elevation field 

sites. Plants in the dry treatment had significantly higher !13C (higher integrated WUE, 

Figure 2.2, Table 2.3) and produced a significantly lower volume and higher 

concentration of nectar (Figure 2.3, Table 2.3) relative to the wet treatment at both sites. 

Fitness (fecundity) was significantly lower in the dry compared to the wet treatment at 

the low site (Table 2.1a, Table 2.3, Figure 2.4), but not significantly different between 

treatments at the high site (Table 2.1b). Leaf C/N ratio, flowering time, and flower 

production at the low site, and flowering time at the high site were marginally 

significantly different between treatments. Both sites showed a trend for later flowering 

and fewer flowers in the dry treatment (Table 2.3). The low site also showed a trend for 

lower C/N ratio (greater relative nitrogen content) in the wet compared to the dry 

treatment (Table 2.3).  
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There was significant genetic variation among families for flowering time (Table 

2.1a) and both nectar volume and concentration at the low site (Table 2.2a) and for all 

traits except nectar concentration at the high site (Tables 2.1b and 2.2b). Repeated 

measures within plants were a significant contribution to the variance in nectar 

production at both sites (Table 2.2), demonstrating significant correlation among 

measurements for each plant. Temperature on measurement day significantly affected 

both nectar volume and concentration at both sites (Table 2.2). Block significantly 

affected multiple traits at both sites, demonstrating the blocking factor successfully 

accounted for spatial environmental variation in trait expression and fitness (Table 2.1). 

The watering treatment significantly affected gas exchange at the high site. Plants 

in the dry treatment had higher stomatal conductance (F = 10.01, p = 0.003) and 

instantaneous water use efficiency (F = 17.48, p < 0.0001) relative to the wet treatment 

(Figure 2.5). However, photosynthetic rate was not significantly different between 

treatments (F = 1.17, p = 0.284, Figure 2.5), indicating a plastic decrease in stomatal 

conductance, rather than a change in photosynthetic capacity, is responsible for the 

difference in !13C between treatments.  

 
Phenotypic Correlations 
 
Low site 

!13C was significantly negatively correlated with flowering time (Figure 2.6) and 

positively correlated with nectar volume (Figure 2.7), flower production, fruit production, 

and fecundity in the dry treatment at the low site, but not significantly correlated with any 

traits in the wet treatment (Table 2.4a). Plants with higher !13C (higher WUE) in the dry 

treatment flowered earlier, produced a larger volume of nectar, produced more flowers, 

and had higher fitness (Table 2.4a). Flowering time was significantly negatively 
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correlated with C/N ratio, flower and fruit production, and fecundity in both treatments at 

the low site; plants that flowered earlier had a lower C/N ratio (greater relative nitrogen 

content), produced more flowers and fruits, and had higher fitness (Table 2.4a). 

Additionally, in the wet treatment, flowering time was negatively correlated with nectar 

concentration; plants that flowered earlier had a higher concentration of nectar (Table 

2.4a). Leaf C/N ratio was negatively correlated with multiple fitness components in both 

treatments; plants with lower C/N (greater relative nitrogen content) produced more 

flowers and fruits in both treatments and had higher fitness in the wet treatment (Table 

2.4a). 

Nectar volume was marginally positively correlated with flower and fruit 

production in the dry treatment at the low site; plants with greater nectar volume showed 

a trend for greater flower and fruit production (Table 2.4a). Similarly, nectar 

concentration was marginally positively correlated with fecundity in the dry treatment. In 

contract, nectar volume was not correlated with any fitness component in the wet 

treatment. Also, nectar concentration was marginally positively correlated with flower 

and fruit production in the wet treatment; plants that produced more concentrated nectar 

showed a trend for producing more flowers and fruits (Table 2.4a). Interestingly, nectar 

volume and concentration were not concentrated in the dry treatment, but were negatively 

correlated in the wet treatment; when well watered, flowers that produced more nectar 

made less concentrated nectar (Table 2.4a). Finally, flower production, fruit production, 

and fecundity were strongly and positively correlated in both treatments at both sites 

(Table 2.4).  
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High site 

In contrast to the low site, !13C was positively correlated with flowering time 

(Figure 2.6) and negatively correlated with fecundity in the dry treatment; plants with 

lower !13C (lower WUE) flowered earlier and had higher fecundity (Table 2.4b). Also, 

!13C was marginally negatively correlated with fruit production and fecundity in the wet 

treatment; plants with lower !13C (lower WUE) showed a trend for greater fruit 

production and fecundity (Table 2.4b). !13C was significantly negatively correlated with 

leaf C/N in the dry treatment; plants with lower !13C (lower WUE) had a higher leaf C/N 

ratio (greater relative carbon content, Table 2.4b). Similarly to the low site, flowering 

time was negatively correlated with flower production, fruit production, and fecundity in 

both treatments at the high site; plants that flowered earlier produced more flowers and 

fruits and had higher fecundity (Table 2.4b). Flowering time was also negatively 

correlated with C/N ratio in the dry treatment, and marginally negatively correlated with 

C/N ratio in the wet treatment; plants that flowered earlier had a higher leaf C/N ratio 

(greater relative carbon content, Table 2.4b). Similarly to the low site, leaf C/N ratio was 

negatively correlated with fitness components in the wet treatment; plants with lower C/N 

(greater relative nitrogen content) produced more flowers and fruits and had higher 

fitness (Table 2.4b). In contrast, leaf C/N ratio was not correlated with any fitness 

components in the dry treatment at the high site (Table 2.4b).  

!13C was marginally negatively correlated with nectar concentration in the wet 

treatment at the high site; plants with higher !13C (higher WUE) showed a trend for lower 

nectar concentration (Table 2.4b). In contrast to the low site, !13C was not correlated with 

nectar volume. Also, nectar volume and nectar concentration were negatively correlated 

in both treatments at the high site; plants that made a greater volume of nectar made less 

concentrated nectar (Table 2.4b).  
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Phenotypic Selection 
 
Low site 

I detected different patterns of phenotypic selection between the low and high 

sites, and between treatments at the low site (Tables 2.5 and 2.6). At the low site, there 

was total selection for higher !13C (higher WUE, Figure 2.8), earlier flowering (Figure 

2.9), and higher nectar concentration in the dry treatment, and total selection for lower 

C/N ratio (higher N) and earlier flowering (Figure 2.9) in the wet treatment (Table 2.5a). 

There was also marginally significant total selection for higher !13C and higher nectar 

concentration in the wet treatment (Table 2.5a).  

Selection gradients on all measured traits detected significant direct selection on 

higher !13C (higher WUE), lower C/N ratio (greater relative nitrogen content), and earlier 

flowering in the dry treatment, and lower C/N ratio, earlier flowering, and higher nectar 

concentration in the wet treatment (Table 2.5b). Also, there was marginally significant 

selection for higher nectar concentration in the dry treatment (Table 2.5b). Because block 

and family were included in these multivariate analyses, partial regression coefficients 

indicate direct selection on traits after accounting for variation due to family differences 

or potential effects of spatial environmental variation on fitness.  

 
High site 

Patterns of selection at the high site were different compared to the low site. At 

the high site, there was significant total selection for lower !13C (lower WUE, Figure 2.8) 

and earlier flowering (Figure 2.9) in both treatments (Table 2.6a). There was no total 

selection on leaf C/N or either nectar trait in either treatment at the high site (Table 2.6a).  

Selection gradients indicate there was direct selection for earlier flowering in both 

treatments at the high site, with a trend for stronger selection in the dry treatment (Table 
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2.6b). In contrast to the low site, there was no significant direct selection on !13C or either 

nectar trait at the high site. There was marginally significant direct selection for lower 

C/N ratio (greater relative nitrogen content) in the wet treatment (Table 2.6b).  

 

DISCUSSION 

 
Rationale/Context 

In this experiment, I used a reciprocal transplant experiment with a water addition 

treatment to quantify plasticity and differential natural selection on ecophysiological, 

phenological, and floral traits to elevation/habitat and water availability. In addition, I 

tested whether phenotypic correlations between traits differs with site and/or water 

availability. These results shed light on how variable resource limitation may shape 

interactions between physiology and pollination biology, and increase our understanding 

of the processes shaping natural variation and local adaptation of ecophysiological, 

phenological, and floral traits.  

 
Plastic Response of Ecophysiological, Phenological, and Floral Traits to Soil Water 
Availability 

I detected significant plastic response to water availability for a suite of ecological 

traits in two sites differing in elevation, climate, and plant community. On average, plants 

in the dry treatment had higher !13C (higher WUE) and produced less and more 

concentrated nectar relative to the wet treatment at both sites. Also, at the high site, plants 

in the dry treatment had significantly higher stomatal conductance (g) and higher 

instantaneous water use efficiency (A/g) compared to the wet treatment. There were 

marginally significant effects of watering treatment on flowering time at both sites as 

well as on flower production at the low site, an important trait for pollinator attraction 
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and fitness in I. aggregata (Mitchell 1994; Burkle and Irwin 2009). Additionally, 

fecundity was significantly increased with water supplementation at the low site, 

demonstrating that water availability may be a more important agent of selection in 

warmer, drier climates at lower elevations. Previously, water + nutrient addition, but not 

water addition alone, has been shown to increase flower production and fitness in I. 

aggregata (Campbell and Halama 1993; Juenger and Bergelson 1997; Burkle and Irwin 

2009). These contrasting results may be due to temporal and/or spatial variability in water 

availability. Overall, these results suggest water limitation is a significant factor affecting 

leaf ecophysiology, floral trait expression, reproductive investment, fitness, and 

potentially phenology in I. aggregata.  

These results are similar to patterns of plastic increase in water use efficiency 

with experimental drought observed in other species (Donovan and Ehleringer 1994; 

Dudley 1996a; Heschel et al. 2002; Hausmann et al. 2005; Juenger et al. 2005c; Wu et al. 

2010). Additionally, previous work on physiology in I. aggregata, I. tenuituba, and 

experimental hybrids shows that photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance, and/or 

instantaneous WUE are responsive to environmental conditions such as water availability 

(Campbell et al. 2010), relative humidity (Campbell et al. 2005), temperature (Wu and 

Campbell 2006), and light (Wu and Campbell 2006). In the current experiment, reduced 

stomatal conductance (g) and intrinsic water use efficiency (A/g), but not photosynthetic 

rate (A), in the dry treatment at the high suggests that higher !13C (higher WUE) was 

primarily due to plastic changes in stomatal opening to reduce water loss, rather than 

changes in photosynthetic activity. Together, these results provide additional evidence 

that leaf level physiology, both generally and for I. aggregata, is important for response 

to abiotic stress and resource limitation.  
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I found marginally later flowering time under water-limited conditions, which is 

similar to the response in one population of Lobelia siphilitica (Caruso et al. 2006), but 

different than patterns seen in other species, e.g. earlier flowering under drought in Avena 

barbata (Sherrard and Maherali 2006; Maherali et al. 2010) and Brassica rapa (Franks et 

al. 2007) and no response in Arabidopsis thaliana (Hausmann et al. 2005; Juenger et al. 

2005c) or multiple species of Mimulus (Wu et al. 2010). In the current experiment, it may 

be that flowering time was marginally delayed due to slower growth/development under 

drought, rather than an active response per se. Alternatively, this marginal result may 

represent a true lack of response of flowering time initiation due to water availability, or 

that water availability early in the season was high enough for inflorescence development 

in both treatments. However, water and water + nutrient addition have been shown to 

extend the blooming season in I. aggregata (Burkle and Irwin 2009); therefore, water 

availability may alter patterns of selection on flowering time through differences in 

season duration. 

I found significant plastic increase in nectar volume and decrease in nectar 

concentration with water supplementation. Greater nectar volume is likely a result of 

greater allocation of water to nectar, and reduced sugar concentration may be due to this 

greater water content. This is supported by the negative phenotypic correlation between 

volume and concentration. Previous work on I. aggregata has shown plastic increase in 

nectar volume in response to water + fertilizer addition, but not water addition alone 

(Campbell and Halama 1993; Burkle and Irwin 2009). As mentioned above, these 

contrasting results may be due to spatial and temporal variation in resource limitation. 

Nectar volume and concentration were also significantly affected by temperature on 

measurement day, which agrees with previous data on nectar production in I. aggregata 

(Pleasants 1983). In addition to nectar production, previous work has shown that I. 
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aggregata flowers are larger and receive greater stigma pollen deposition with water + 

nutrient addition (Burkle and Irwin 2009). Together, these studies show that abiotic 

conditions and resource availability are key factors driving the expression of important 

floral traits, and may affect natural selection through interactions with pollinators.  

 
Phenotypic Correlations between Ecophysiology, Phenology, and Nectar Production 

I detected significant phenotypic correlations between a broad a suite of 

ecological traits. In addition, patterns of phenotypic correlation varied between sites and 

between watering treatments within each site, indicating relationships between these 

traits are altered by abiotic conditions and resource availability.  

!13C was significantly correlated with flowering time in the dry treatment at both 

sites, but not the wet treatment. This suggests water use efficiency and flowering 

time/development are tightly connected under resource limitation, but that physiology 

does not dictate development rate when resources are relatively abundant (but see 

Donovan and Ehleringer 1994). Interestingly, the direction of phenotypic correlation 

between !13C and flowering time was opposite between sites (negative at the low site and 

positive at the high site). In the dry treatment at the low site, plants with higher !13C 

(higher WUE) flowered earlier, whereas at the high site plants with lower !13C (lower 

WUE) flowered earlier. This may be due to differences in climate between sites. Rain 

was relatively less frequent at the low elevation site compared to the high site, which also 

had a significant amount of snow melt during late spring and early summer 2009 (A. 

Kenney personal observation). Thus, it is possible that at the low site, plants with higher 

!13C (higher WUE) may have been less water-stressed than plants with lower !13C (lower 

WUE), allowing them to develop mature inflorescences more quickly. At the high site, 

where water availability was likely greater and more consistent, it may be that plants with 
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lower !13C (lower WUE) were able to supply more water to developing inflorescences by 

uptaking more water and maintaining a greater transpiration stream. However, it is 

difficult to know why we would not see the same pattern in the wet treatments at both 

sites and this hypothesis cannot be explicitly tested with the current data.  

The negative correlation between !13C and flowering time (low WUE ~ earlier 

flowering) at the high site is in agreement with previous research in other systems, e.g. 

Arabidopsis thaliana (chapter 3, this dissertation; McKay et al. 2003) and Polygonum 

arenastrum (Geber and Dawson 1990). This relationship is predicted if lower WUE is 

correlated with faster growth/development rate and higher WUE is correlated with slower 

growth rate (Ludlow 1989). However, as mentioned above, these relationships likely 

depend on the environmental context. The positive correlation between !13C and 

flowering time at the low site has also been shown between species in the genus Mimulus 

(Wu et al. 2010).  

Flowering time was negatively correlated with leaf C/N ratio (except in the wet 

treatment at the low site), flower production, and fitness at both sites. Leaf C/N ratio was 

also negatively correlated with flower production and fitness at both sites (except the dry 

treatment at the high site). These results suggest a functional link between nutrient uptake 

and/or allocation, development, and growth, with positive effects on fitness due to earlier 

flowering and greater flower production. !13C was only correlated with leaf C/N ratio in 

the dry treatment at the high site (higher WUE ~ higher relative N), indicating that 

variation in !13C was mostly driven by variation in stomatal conductance and less likely 

due to variation in protein content and/or photosynthetic capacity (Donovan et al. 2007). 

This is supported by the effect of the watering treatment on instantaneous gas exchange at 

the high site (described above). However, photosynthetic capacity and stomatal 

conductance are inherently linked (Wong et al. 1979).  
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In the current experiment, I detected phenotypic correlations between 

ecophysiological/phenological and floral traits. !13C was positively correlated with nectar 

volume in the dry treatment at the low site, suggesting that plants with more conservative 

water use (higher WUE) are able to allocate more water resources to nectar production. 

This relationship was not significant in the wet treatment at the low site, or in either 

treatment at the high site. Similarly to the relationship between !13C and flowering time, 

this suggests water use efficiency and nectar production are tightly connected under water 

limitation, but that physiology does not dictate nectar production when water is relatively 

abundant. Also, !13C was marginally negatively correlated with nectar concentration in 

the wet treatment at the high site, and leaf C/N was marginally positively correlated with 

nectar concentration in the wet treatment at the low site; plants with lower !13C (lower 

WUE) and higher C/N (relatively higher C) produced marginally more concentrated 

nectar. Thus, when water is relatively abundant resulting in greater nectar volume (and 

subsequently lower nectar concentration), growth physiology and/or carbon allocation 

may be important drivers of nectar concentration.  

Also, flowering time was negatively correlated with nectar concentration in the 

wet treatment at both sites, and marginally positively correlated with nectar volume in the 

wet treatment at the low site. This indicates that plants with more rapid inflorescence 

development were able to allocate more sugar to nectar production. This is also supported 

by the marginal negative correlation between !13C and nectar concentration in the wet 

treatment at the high site. Nectar concentration was significantly affected by 

flowering/development age in the dry treatment at the low site, which may be the cause 

of the marginal correlation there. However, this is not a factor for nectar concentration in 

the wet treatment at either site, which is where the strongest relationship between 

flowering time and nectar concentration was found.  
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These results demonstrate a significant link between physiology and floral trait 

expression. Moreover, both the current study and previous work indicate these 

relationships appear to be limited to resource-limited conditions and/or be driven by 

variation in resource availability.  

Patterns of phenotypic correlations with fitness components generally mirrored 

patterns of total and direct selection; therefore, these relationships are discussed below.  

 
Environment-Dependent Selection on Ecophysiology, Phenology, and Nectar 
Production 

I found environment-dependent selection on a diverse suite of ecological traits 

across site and water availability. Selection on WUE and nectar production differed 

between sites and treatments within each site. Total and direct selection favored higher 

WUE under dry conditions at low elevation, while total selection favored low WUE in 

both wet and dry conditions at the high site, with a trend for stronger selection in dry 

conditions. The lack of significant direct selection on WUE in the dry treatment at the 

high site, even though total selection was strong, was probably due to the positive 

correlation between WUE and flowering time. In contrast, direct selection favored higher 

nectar concentration in the wet treatment at the low site, but no direct selection on WUE. 

These results contribute to a growing body of evidence that natural selection on WUE is 

context and environment-dependent (Bennington and McGraw 1995; Dudley 1996a, b; 

Ludwig et al. 2004; Heschel and Riginos 2005; Donovan et al. 2007). Also, previous 

work has demonstrated selection for greater nectar volume (Mitchell 1994), but to my 

knowledge this is the first study demonstrating selection for increased nectar 

concentration in I. aggregata.  
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These results demonstrate that selection on physiological vs. floral traits varies 

with abiotic resource availability. When water availability is high and plants produce a 

greater volume of (more dilute) nectar and relatively more flowers, selection favors 

greater allocation of carbon to nectar production, likely due to pollinator attraction 

(mostly hawkmoths at the low site, A. Kenney personal observation). Interestingly, nectar 

concentration was lower in the wet treatment, suggesting plasticity to water availability 

altered the pattern of direct selection on nectar concentration. In contrast, when water is 

limited, conservative leaf level water use is favored, but there is no direct selection on 

nectar production, suggesting that physiology is equally or more important than increased 

pollinator attraction when water resources are limited. Alternatively, it may be that nectar 

concentration affects differential pollinator visitation less when all plants have relatively 

more concentrated nectar. However, the significant total selection on nectar concentration 

in the dry treatment makes this difficult to interpret (this may be due to phenotypic 

correlation with other traits). It may also be possible that nectar volume is more important 

for pollinator visitation when water is limited. However, while the regression estimates 

for selection on nectar volume were positive in the dry treatment at the low site, these 

estimates were not statistically different from zero.  

Selection consistently favored early flowering across site and water availability. 

There was a trend for selection to be stronger in the dry treatment relative to the wet 

treatment at both sites, suggesting early flowering (a mechanism of drought escape) is 

particularly important under drought conditions, which may limit flower production, fruit 

filling, and/or seed development late in the season. This is supported by marginally lower 

flower production and significantly reduced fitness in the dry treatment at the low site, 

and by marginally delayed flowering time in the dry treatment at both sites. Additionally, 

there was a trend for stronger selection for early flowering at the high site relative to the 
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low site. This is likely due to the relatively short summer season in high elevation 

habitats. In the year of study, high elevation habitats near the high site experienced late 

snow melt, and frequent cloud cover and cool temperatures in early summer. This likely 

caused the relatively delayed flowering phenology observed for these experimental plants 

as well as for nearby native populations. At the time of peak bloom at the high site 

(August), temperatures were already beginning to drop, particularly in late afternoon as 

the sun dropped towards the horizon. Cooler temperatures may have limited flower 

production for later flowering individuals, reduced pollinator activity, and/or reduced 

pollinator attraction due to lower nectar production (lower volume). Additionally, 

flowering and new fruit formation was halted at the high site due to the first snowfall in 

late September. Moreover, plants in the dry treatment at the high site, which experienced 

the strongest selection for early flowering, may have been limited by both water 

availability and less energetic growing conditions. Previous research has also 

demonstrated selection for early flowering in I. aggregata (e.g. Juenger and Bergelson 

1997) and other species (Heschel and Riginos 2005; Sherrard and Maherali 2006; Franks 

et al. 2007; Franks 2011). These results suggest early flowering is generally favored in I. 

aggregata, and may be particularly important in dry habitats and/or habitats with short 

growing seasons.  

Selection on leaf C/N ratio varied between sites, with direct selection strongly 

favoring lower C/N (greater relative N) in both treatments at the low site. Selection for 

greater relative N was only marginally significant at the high site. This suggests selection 

on nitrogen uptake and/or allocation to leaves varies with the soil environment, and is 

likely particularly important in habitats with reduced soil nutrient availability. Also, the 

negative correlation between leaf C/N ratio and flower production (greater relative N ~ 

more flowers) suggests nitrogen uptake and/or allocation is important for reproductive 
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investment. This is supported by previous work showing greater nutrient availability 

significantly increases flower production (Campbell and Halama 1993; Juenger and 

Bergelson 1997; Burkle and Irwin 2009), fitness (Campbell and Halama 1993; Juenger 

and Bergelson 1997), and compensation to herbivory (Juenger and Bergelson 1997) in I. 

aggregata. Herbivory delays flowering time; therefore, it is likely that selection on 

flowering time and nitrogen content is magnified in populations experiencing herbivory, 

short growing seasons, water limitation, and/or low nutrient availability.  

 
Conclusions 

In this experiment, I demonstrated plastic response to water availability and 

differential natural selection on WUE, leaf carbon/nitrogen content, flowering time, and 

nectar production across different sites and/or levels of water availability. Additionally, 

patterns of phenotypic correlations show there is a significant link between physiology 

and floral trait expression. Phenotypic correlations among traits differed with site and 

water availability, suggesting plasticity can impact the relationships among different 

ecological traits. Finally, these results suggest natural selection on ecophysiology, 

phenology, and floral traits is environment-dependent due to plastic trait expression and 

variable resource limitation (e.g. water availability, length of the growing season, and 

pollinator visitation). 
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Chapter 3: Environment-dependent selection on drought escape and 
physiology in Arabidopsis thaliana – !13C, flowering time, and 

phenotypic plasticity to drought 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Water availability significantly limits natural (Lambers et al. 1998) and crop 

(Boyer 1982) plant productivity and distribution world-wide, and is a likely driver of 

adaptive differentiation in ecological and physiological traits (Stebbins 1952; Lexer and 

Fay 2005). Indeed, a growing body of empirical data demonstrates that plant populations 

(e.g., Dudley 1996a, b; McKay et al. 2001; Franks et al. 2007) and species (e.g., Lexer et 

al. 2005; Wu and Campbell 2006; Dorman et al. 2009; Campbell et al. 2010; Wu et al. 

2010) are locally adapted to climatic conditions with particular focus on adaptive 

variation in phenological and ecophysiological traits (Ackerly et al. 2000; Arntz and 

Delph 2001).  

Three broad strategies are described for plant response to drought: tolerance, 

avoidance, and escape (Ludlow 1989). Drought tolerant plants are able to maintain 

metabolic function and/or survive high levels of osmotic stress. Drought avoiders prevent 

tissue desiccation by increasing water uptake and/or decreasing water loss, while drought 

escapers grow during specific seasons to avoid dry periods or complete their life cycle 

and reproduce before the onset of lethal drought. While these strategies often fall into 

discreet categories, often following life history, these strategies are not mutually 

exclusive; plants can exhibit traits from more than one strategy (Ludlow 1989). In this 

context, suites of traits represent integrated multivariate adapted phenotypes. Ultimately, 

understanding what suites of traits are important for drought response, their functional 
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integration and genetic architecture, and how selection acts on these suites of traits across 

variable environments, is central to understanding how different life-histories and 

drought response strategies evolve (Ackerly et al. 2000; Arntz and Delph 2001; Rausher 

2005).  

Here, we focus on water use efficiency and flowering time, two traits that vary 

along the continuum of drought avoidance and escape. Leaf photosynthetic water use 

efficiency (WUE) is the ratio of photosynthetic carbon gain to water loss via transpiration 

and represents the fundamental tradeoff all plants must face – carbon for water (Wong et 

al. 1979; Farquhar et al. 1989; Geber and Dawson 1990). WUE can vary by adjustments 

to photosynthetic rate, water loss by surface evaporation or stomatal conductance, or 

concurrent changes in both. In the context of drought response strategies, plants with low 

WUE that grow fast and flower early are often described as drought escapers while plants 

with higher WUE, slower growth, and later flowering time are described as drought 

avoiders (Ludlow 1989). Moreover, selection on WUE and flowering time is 

environment-dependent. For example, it is predicted that high WUE is favorable in 

water-limited or low competition habitats while lower WUE is favored in moisture-rich 

or highly competitive environments, or in habitats with seasonal drought or short growing 

seasons (Cohen 1970). Likewise, selection on flowering time is hypothesized to favor 

synchronization with seasonal moisture in dry habitats or early flowering in habitats with 

short seasons.  

In addition to genetically based variation among populations and species, 

ecophysiological and phenological traits are highly plastic and respond to a suite of 

environmental variables (e.g., water availability, photoperiod, and density). Phenotypic 

plasticity is often assumed to be adaptive however the potential costs of plasticity may 

outweigh the benefits (DeWitt et al. 1998; van Kleunen and Fischer 2005, 2007). It is 
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hypothesized that active plastic responses are generally adaptive, while passive plastic 

responses to resource variable resource availability are generally maladaptive or neutral 

(DeWitt et al. 1998). Additionally, it is also possible for the costs and benefits of 

plasticity to be limited to specific environments or be global (DeWitt et al. 1998). These 

hypotheses regarding the evolution of phenotypic plasticity have rarely been rigorously 

investigated. Experiments measuring variation in phenotypic plasticity and its 

relationship to fitness in and across environments can provide tests for adaptive plasticity 

hypotheses as well as confirm or reject the occurrence of costs. 

We are only beginning to understand how combinations of traits represent 

integrated drought response strategies and how these traits are functionally and 

genetically related to each other. In addition, how environmental variation affects trait 

integration and how selection acts on these suites of traits and phenotypic plasticity 

across different environments is not well understood. We address these questions in a 

large glasshouse experiment using natural accessions of the annual herb Arabidopsis 

thaliana. 

Arabidopsis thaliana is a classic a model system for studying life history 

variation, flowering time, local adaptation, phenotypic plasticity, genomics, and 

molecular genetics (reviewed in Alonso-Blanco and Koornneef 2000; Koornneef et al. 

2004; Koornneef and Meinke 2010). Populations of A. thaliana vary in flowering time 

(Caicedo et al. 2004; Stinchcombe et al. 2004) and water use efficiency (Hausmann et al. 

2005; Juenger et al. 2005b; Juenger et al. 2006; McKay et al. 2008; Juenger et al. 2010), 

which often show a positive genetic correlation. A complex genetic architecture underlies 

this variation (i.e., multiple loci, epistasis, GxE, and pleiotropy) with multiple QTL 

identified for WUE (Hausmann et al. 2005; Juenger et al. 2005b; Juenger et al. 2005c; 

McKay et al. 2008), and both QTL and specific genes identified for flowering time 
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variation in A. thaliana (Caicedo et al. 2004; Stinchcombe et al. 2004; Juenger et al. 

2005c). It appears divergence in !13C is adaptive for drought response among different 

habitats (McKay et al. 2003), however selection on variation in WUE and WUE plasticity 

has not been directly evaluated in the context of drought response. Furthermore, 

flowering time is an important component of local adaptation in A. thaliana (Fournier-

Level et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 2011). However large-scale genetic correlation between 

WUE and flowering time, and selection on WUE, WUE plasticity, and flowering time as 

an integrated drought response strategy has not been evaluated. Additionally, selection on 

genetic variation in WUE plasticity to drought in A. thaliana has not been evaluated.  

In the present study, we combine quantitative genetics, genetic selection analyses, 

and experimental manipulation to address the evolutionary significance of genetic 

variation in WUE, flowering time, and WUE plasticity in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

Specifically, we addressed the following questions:  
 
1) Is there genetic variation in water use efficiency, flowering time, and plasticity to 
 drought in A. thaliana?  
 
2) Are WUE, WUE plasticity, and flowering time genetically correlated? If so, does 
 drought affect these relationships?  
 
3) How does selection act on WUE, flowering time, and WUE plasticity? Does selection 
 vary with water availability?  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Plant Material 

We used 323 accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana to explore plant growth, 

physiology, and reproduction in response to season-ending drought. The majority of 

accessions were obtained directly from the Arabidopsis Biological Resources Center at 
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The Ohio State University. A small number of lines were obtained through the generosity 

of individual researchers. Many studies have documented life-history variation among 

Arabidopsis accessions collected from around the world. In particular, a number of 

accessions are extremely late flowering and/or exhibit strong vernalization requirements 

that are likely related to a winter-annual habit. At the inception of the experiment, we 

could not confidently categorize lines with respect to vernalization requirement and 

therefore proceeded with all lines and a common experimental protocol. Here, we 

exclude investigation of all lines in which fewer than 50% of the replicate plants flowered 

during the time course of the experiment (89/323 lines). It is likely that these lines require 

special cues, including cold vernalization, to flower. We plan to present data on late 

flowering/vernalization requiring accessions in a separate manuscript. Our analysis 

therefore deals exclusively with 234 “spring” accessions lacking a strong vernalization 

requirement under our standard growing conditions.  

 
Plant Growth 

Replicate plants from each Arabidopsis accession were grown under standard 

greenhouse conditions using Promix BT potting soilTM and 164-mL ConetainerTM pots 

(Stuewe and Sons). Several seeds were initially planted in each ConetainerTM and 

subsequently thinned at the first true leaf stage to a single replicate individual per pot. 

Individual ConetainersTM were organized in 2-ft. x 1-ft. trays at half the possible density 

(49 plants per tray – skipping every other position) and cold stratified at 4C for five days 

in a walk-in environmental chamber. Plants were then transferred to long-day 

photoperiod conditions (16L/8D) provided by 600 watt (HID) supplemental lighting. 

Greenhouse temperature was maintained at ca. 18-21 C with roof and side-venting and 

evaporative coolers. Plants were tended daily and hand-watered with a spray wand to 
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provide optimal growing conditions. We altered the watering regime to create two 

treatments – either well watered for 6 weeks (long growing season, “wet” treatment) or 

water-limited after 4 weeks (short growing season/season ending drought, “dry” 

treatment). Both groups of plants were treated identically, except the soil of short season 

drought plants was allowed to dry down until plant death after a 4-week season. In 

general, the dry down of pots was slow and corresponded to approximately 8 days.  

 
Experimental Design 

We studied plant responses to season ending drought using a fully factorial 

randomized block design with accessions and treatment as experimental factors. The two 

levels of the irrigation treatment (wet/well-watered or dry/water-limited) were applied at 

the level of individual pots. Overall, 3,230 plants were evaluated for responses to the 

irrigation treatment (2 treatments x 323 lines x 5 replicates = 3,230). Of this initial 

population, ~2,340 plants from 234 lines flowered and are included in the presented 

analyses. The experiment was planted in late November and harvested in early January. 

At this time, most plants had completed flowering and many were senescing. 

For each experimental plant, we recorded the date of first flowering, aboveground 

biomass at harvest, the final number of fruits (siliques), and an estimate of average fruit 

length per plant. We considered the product of final fruit number and average fruit length 

(total fruit length) as an estimate of lifetime reproductive fitness. Flowering time was 

recorded through daily inspection of the plants and was scored upon the observation of 

the first open flower bud. We transformed the calendar date of first flowering to an 

ordered quantitative trait by assigning the first flowering day in the experiment a value of 

one.  
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Stable Isotope Analysis 

Aboveground biomass was used to assess the carbon isotope ratio (!13C) of all 

accessions. As !13C is an expensive phenotype to obtain, we used a pooling scheme to 

derive an independent point estimate of !13C for each accession in each treatment. In this 

case, the aboveground material from the available replicate plants from each accession 

were pooled and ground in centrifuge tubes with ball bearings. Two mg of tissue were 

loaded into a tin capsule and analyzed on a mass spectrometer at the UC Davis Isotope 

facility. Data are presented as carbon isotope ratios relative to the V-PDB standard 

(RPDB), where !13C (‰) = (Rsample/RPDB-1)*1000. These values are expressed per mil (‰).  

 
Data Analysis 
 
Treatment effects and quantitative genetics 

We performed linear mixed model analyses using Proc Mixed (SAS/STAT® 

software version 9.2, Littell et al. 2006) to determine the significance of each 

experimental factor’s contribution to the variance in each measured trait. Unless 

otherwise noted, all subsequent analyses were performed using Proc Mixed. Accession, 

accession*treatment, block, and tray nested within block were treated as random effects. 

Treatment was analyzed as a fixed effect and tested for significance using an F-ratio test. 

Variance components were estimated for random effects using restricted maximum 

likelihood (REML). Individual components were tested for significance using likelihood 

ratios tests comparing a full model to one with the single component removed. A 

significant treatment effect indicates there is significant plasticity to the drought 

treatment. A significant among accession variance component indicates there is 

significant genetic variance (Vg). A significant accession*treatment variance component 

indicates there is significant genetic variation for plastic response to the manipulated 
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drought treatment. Variance components were not estimated for !13C because the 

replicates within treatment were pooled for a point estimate of WUE for each accession. 

The main effect of treatment on !13C was tested using an F-ratio test. 

In order to estimate quantitative genetic parameters separately for plants growing 

in wet (long season) and dry (season-ending drought) conditions, we estimated variance 

components within each treatment. Accession, block, and tray nested within block were 

treated as random effects. We calculated the broad-sense heritability and the coefficient 

of genetic variation as estimates of quantitative genetic variation within each treatment. 

Broad-sense heritability (H2) was calculated within each treatment by dividing the genetic 

variance by the total phenotypic variance, the sum of all variance components (Vg/Vp). 

The coefficient of genetic variation [C(Vg)] scales genetic variance by the mean trait 

value. The C(Vg) was calculated within each treatment by multiplying 100 times the 

square root of the genetic variance and dividing by the mean for each trait 

(100*#[Vg]/mean). 

We generated least squares means (LSMeans) using Proc Mixed for each 

accession*treatment combination and used these as estimates of breeding values. 

Satterthwaite degrees of freedom were specified in the LSMeans statement. We chose to 

use LSMeans due to concerns that BLUPs may be anticonservative estimates of breeding 

values (Hadfield et al. 2010). We estimated genetic correlations using Proc Corr 

(SAS/STAT) as the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation between the LSMeans for all 

pair-wise combinations of measured traits. Plasticity was calculated as the difference in 

!13C between the dry and wet treatments. Wet values were subtracted from dry values 

(dry-wet) such that all plasticity values represent the response to the dry treatment, 

relative to the wet. These signed difference values were used for estimating genetic 

correlations and selection on phenotypic plasticity so that analyses would correctly 
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distinguish between increases and decreases in trait values across treatments (van 

Kleunen and Fischer 2007).  

 
Genetic selection analyses 

In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of how selection may act within 

and across drought treatments, we performed several related genetic selection analyses. 

First, to estimate total selection separately within the wet and dry treatments we estimated 

linear selection differentials for each trait within each treatment as the regression 

coefficient of relative fitness regressed on an individual trait (Lande and Arnold 1983). 

Analyses were performed using standardized LSMeans of phenotypic traits as genetic 

breeding values (except point values for !13C) and relative fitness (absolute fitness 

relativized to the mean within each treatment). WUE plasticity values were standardized 

to a mean of zero and standard deviation of one for regression analyses of selection. 

Regression coefficients, standard errors, and p-values for non-zero significance tests were 

generated using Proc Mixed. 95% confidence intervals around all regression coefficient 

estimates were estimated from 5000 randomized permutations using the Boot package in 

R (R Development Core Team 2011). 

We estimated linear direct selection within each treatment as the partial regression 

coefficient from a multiple regression of relative fitness on all measured traits. Fitness 

and trait values were used as above for differentials. Above ground biomass was included 

in order to estimate selection on physiology, phenology, and plasticity independent of 

general plant vigor (Weinig et al. 2006). To estimate nonlinear selection and correlational 

selection between traits and their plasticities, nonlinear and correlational selection 

gradients were estimated by including trait*trait, plasticity*plasticity and trait*plasticity 

terms to the multiple regression model. There were no striking patterns of correlational or 
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nonlinear selection so those results are omitted for brevity. 95% CI estimates were 

calculated as above. 

Finally, for comparability to other studies that estimate benefits and costs of 

plasticity, we performed two kinds of modified analyses to estimate selection on 

plasticity in !13C. First, we estimated global selection on plasticity by modeling relative 

fitness across treatments as a function of average trait value and plasticity, and a full 

model including the interaction between trait and plasticity (van Kleunen and Fischer 

2005). For this analysis, trait values in the wet and dry treatments were averaged for each 

accession then standardized to a mean of zero and standard deviation of 1. Fitness was 

similarly averaged across treatments then relativized to the global mean. Main effects 

were determined from models with main effects only and interaction effects were 

determined from models with the interaction added.  

Second, we estimated local selection on plasticity within each treatment by 

modeling relative fitness as a function of trait value and plasticity, and a full model with a 

third term trait*plasticity (DeWitt et al. 1998; van Kleunen and Fischer 2005). In this 

case, trait values and fitness were standardized and relativized within treatment, 

respectively.  

 

RESULTS 

 
Treatment Effects and Quantitative Genetics 
 
Treatment effects 

We detected a significant response to season-ending drought for all traits except 

flowering time (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1). In general, most plants in the dry environment had 

higher !13C (higher WUE, F=47.44, p < 0.0001), lower biomass, made fewer and smaller 
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fruits, and had lower absolute fitness than plants in the wet treatment (Table 3.2, Figure 

3.1). !13C plasticity ranged from -1.75 to 3.35 (mean = 0.55 higher !13C). Overall, fitness 

components and absolute fitness were lower in the dry treatment relative to the wet 

treatment (Figure 3.1, Table 3.2). However, the maximum and range of relative fitness 

were greater within the dry treatment (Table 3.2). At least half of the plants had initiated 

flowering when the dry treatment was imposed; therefore many plants did not have a 

chance to alter flowering date. Thus, plasticity in flowering date is not included in 

subsequent analyses. Reduced fruit number was a larger component of lower fitness in 

the dry treatment than reduced fruit length. All subsequent analyses present absolute or 

relative fitness (see methods). Block and/or tray nested within block were significant 

variance components for all traits (Table 3.1), indicating these blocking factors 

successfully captured a portion of spatial variation in our greenhouse.  

 
Genetic variability and heritability 

We detected a significant among-accession variance component (p < 0.0001 for 

all), and a significant accession-by-treatment interaction for all individually measured 

traits (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1), demonstrating quantitative genetic variation for flowering 

time, growth and fitness, and genetic variation for response to water availability, 

respectively. Accession pooling precluded heritability estimates of !13C, however the 

range of !13C values is biologically and physiologically significant based off previous 

work (McKay et al. 2003; Juenger et al. 2005b).  

Broad-sense heritability (H2) was high (range: 0.51-0.77) for all traits across both 

treatments (Table 3.2). Total phenotypic variance (Vp) was generally greater in the wet 

treatment for most traits, with H2 being relatively similar for each trait across treatments. 

The coefficient of genetic variation [C(Vg)] differed in pattern when compared to 
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heritabilities (Table 3.2). Specifically, while H2 for fitness was similar across treatments, 

C(Vg) for fitness was over 10% greater in the dry than in the wet (Table 3.2).  

 
Genetic correlations 

!13C was positively genetically correlated with flowering time within both 

treatments (Figure 3.2) (lower WUE resulted in earlier flowering), but negatively 

correlated with fitness (Table 3.3a) (lower WUE resulted in higher fitness). Within both 

treatments, the greatest correlation was a strong negative relationship between flowering 

time and fitness. Overall, patterns of among-trait genetic correlations were similar within 

the wet and the dry treatments, demonstrating water availability did not drastically alter 

relationships among traits within treatments (Table 3.3a). However, accession by 

environment interactions explained a significant component of the phenotypic variance 

for all traits (Table 3.1), demonstrating drought differentially affected trait expression for 

different accessions. For example, flowering time and biomass were positively correlated 

in the wet treatment, but not the dry treatment. Also, !13C and flowering time were more 

highly correlated with fitness in the wet than in the dry treatment.  

Within-trait across-environment correlations were all positive and ranged from r = 

0.51 to 0.91 (Table 3.3b) demonstrating genetic variation for drought response varied 

among traits. !13C showed the greatest plasticity (lowest correlation between treatments) 

while fitness was less affected by water availability (Table 3.3b). Flowering date showed 

the highest across-environment correlation (r=0.91), however as previously mentioned, 

many of the plants had begun flowering when treatments began therefore preventing 

many of the lines to alter flowering time in response to drought.  
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Genetic correlations for !13C plasticity 

Genetic correlations between !13C plasticity and trait values differed between 

treatments (Table 3.3a). Greater !13C plasticity was positively correlated with higher !13C 

in the wet treatment, and negatively correlated with higher !13C in the dry treatment 

(Table 3.3a). Because plasticity values represent the difference in the dry relative to the 

wet treatment, this means that within the dry treatment, plants with higher WUE also had 

a greater increase in WUE under drought and plants with lower WUE had a smaller 

increase in WUE (Figure 3.3). In contrast, within the wet treatment, plants with higher 

WUE had a smaller increase in WUE under drought while plants with lower WUE had a 

greater increase in WUE. !13C plasticity was positively correlated with flowering date in 

the dry treatment (plants with higher !13C plasticity flowered later) but not the wet 

treatment, and was not correlated with any other traits in either treatment (Table 3.3a).  

 
Genetic Selection Analyses 
 
Total selection – Selection differentials 

We detected total selection on all traits, except !13C plasticity, as significant 

selection differentials in both the dry and wet treatments (Table 3.4a). The direction of 

total selection on mean trait values was the same across environments with selection 

favoring lower !13C, early flowering, and greater biomass (Table 3.4a). Within both the 

wet and dry treatments, flowering time was under the strongest selection. The strength of 

total selection on flowering date was significantly greater in the dry treatment based on 

non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals (a conservative method of comparison, Table 

3.4a). There was a trend for selection on !13c to be higher in the dry treatment, however 

their 95% CIs overlap (Table 3.4a).  
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Direct selection – Multivariate selection gradients 

Selection gradients from multivariate analyses of fitness as a function of all traits 

demonstrate significant direct selection on all mean trait values in both treatments (Table 

3.4b). Direct selection favored lower !13C, earlier flowering, and greater biomass. The 

direction of selection was the same across treatments; however, similarly to total 

selection, direct selection for earlier flowering was significantly higher in the dry 

treatment. There was also trend for greater selection for lower !13C in the dry treatment, 

but their 95% CIs overlap. Direct selection significantly favored greater !13C plasticity in 

the dry, but not the wet treatment (Table 3.4b). Nonlinear selection was not a strong 

component of selection and is not presented.  

 
Global vs. local selection on plasticity 

We detected global selection for lower !!"# (lower WUE), but no global selection 

for or against !!"# plasticity and no global selection on the interaction between mean !!"# 

value and !!"# plasticity (Table 3.5a). In contrast, we detected significant local selection 

for greater !!"# plasticity (larger plastic increase in WUE under drought) within the dry 

treatment (Table 3.5b). No local selection on !!"# plasticity was detected in the wet 

treatment, and no selection on the interaction of !!"# and !!"# plasticity was detected in 

either treatment. This means that within the dry treatment, there was an advantage for 

greater !!"# plasticity. Additionally, separating out selection on !!"# and !!"# plasticity 

yielded significantly different selection gradients on !!"# between the wet and dry 

treatments (based on non-overlapping 95% CIs, Table 3.5b).  
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DISCUSSION 

 
Context/Rationale 

In this experiment, we estimated quantitative genetic variation, plastic response to 

drought, and selection on physiology and phenology using a global panel of accessions of 

the annual herb Arabidopsis thaliana. By combining quantitative variation from diverse 

geographic regions, environmental manipulation and estimates of selection in to one 

study, these results will increase our understanding of how natural selection shapes 

variation in functionally related traits important for drought response and the 

evolutionary significance of variation in phenotypic plasticity.  

 
Natural variation, drought response, and G x E 

We detected significant genetic variation for all traits measured in our panel of A. 

thaliana accessions, as significant among-accession variance components in our mixed 

model analyses. We were unable to perform these analyses on !13C (WUE) due to the 

cost limitations of replicate isotopic analysis. However, the range of !13C was large and 

biologically significant – in A. thaliana, a 0.5 increase in !13C corresponds to a 25% 

increase in transpiration efficiency (biomass gained/water transpired, Juenger et al. 

2005b).  

Season-ending drought significantly affected expression of all traits measured 

after the treatment initiation. On average, plants in the dry treatment had higher WUE, 

lower biomass, fewer and smaller fruits, and lower absolute fitness relative to plants in 

the wet treatment. These plastic changes are in accordance to other studies on drought 

response in A. thaliana (e.g., Hausmann et al. 2005) and other species (e.g., Heschel et al. 

2002; Sherrard and Maherali 2006; Wu et al. 2010). Due to the timing of the drought 
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treatment, many of the plants had already initiated flowering, therefore this experiment 

cannot accurately test for an effect of drought on flowering across the entire global panel.  

Genetic by environment interaction (G x E) was observed for all traits measured 

after the onset of the drought treatment, indicated as significant accession-by-treatment 

interaction variance components in our mixed model analyses as well as across-treatment 

genetic correlations less than one and rank changing among accessions. In our results, 

significant G x E signifies genetic variation for drought response, i.e. genetic variation in 

phenotypic plasticity. Comparing the among accession and accession x treatment 

variance components shows that most of the variation was due to constitutive differences 

among accessions with a smaller contribution coming from G x E. Nonetheless, G x E 

was highly significant for all traits including both fitness components and absolute 

fitness, suggesting the evolution of plastic responses may be important for local 

adaptation and trait evolution in the context of drought response. 

Genetic by environment interactions are common in A. thaliana and other species, 

although not universal and may depend on the scale of variation being studied (e.g., 

Maherali et al. 2010). The genetic architecture underlying variation in quantitative traits 

and phenotypic plasticity is complex. QTL mapping and molecular genetics suggest 

gene-environment and environment-dependent gene-gene interactions may commonly 

contribute to phenotypic plasticity (Hausmann et al. 2005; Juenger et al. 2005c). 

Moreover, given the ubiquitous nature of accession by environment interaction for most 

traits including fitness, future work aimed at elucidating the nature of epistasis and gene 

by environment interactions will be central to understanding the genetic basis of adaptive 

variation across populations and species in variable habitats. Furthermore, future work 

should aim to identify the genetic basis underlying phenotypic plasticity per se, because 
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phenotypes may be similar across environments even though their genetic architecture is 

different (van Kleunen and Fischer 2005).  

 
Heritability and genetic correlations 

Overall, there is significant genetic variation and heritability among Arabidopsis 

accessions, indicating variation for future evolutionary response to selection. While 

broad-sense heritability did not differ substantially between treatments absolute fitness 

had a greater coefficient of genetic variation in the dry treatment, indicating that 

genetically based variation, rather than environmentally based variation, is greater under 

drought stress. Note that broad sense heritability in this context includes additive effects 

and epistasis, but that dominance variation is likely minimal due to high homozygosity in 

A. thaliana.  

We found a highly significant strong negative genetic correlation between WUE 

and flowering time, which may be due to pleiotropy, linkage disequilibrium, genetic 

linkage or a combination of these processes (Lynch and Walsh 1998). These results are in 

agreement with other studies on A. thaliana natural accessions and RILs. Quantitative 

trait loci (QTL) mapping studies have previously found co-localization of several WUE 

and flowering time QTL (Juenger et al. 2005b). Additionally McKay et al. (2003) showed 

that the gene FRIGIDA (FRI) and epistasis between FRI and Flowering Locus C (FLC) 

pleiotropically affect variation in WUE and explain a positive genetic correlation 

between WUE and flowering time in a small panel of A. thaliana. Also, it has been 

shown that natural variation in FRI (Stinchcombe et al. 2004) as well as epistasis between 

FRI and FLC (Caicedo et al. 2004) underlie a latitudinal cline in flowering time in A. 

thaliana. Given the pleiotropic effect of these genes on WUE, it is likely that natural 

variation in WUE is similarly structured across the landscape. Additionally, Kinoshita et 
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al (2011) showed that a known flowering time gene, Flowering Locus T, also regulates 

stomatal opening. Together, these studies suggest that epistasis and pleiotropy may be 

largely responsible for the genetic correlation between flowering time and WUE found in 

A. thaliana, further indicating these traits are genetically and functionally integrated 

components of the multi-factorial phenotype that is life history and drought response. 

Furthermore, the strong and consistent positive correlation may represent a constraint on 

the evolution of early flowering and high WUE in A. thaliana.  

While environmental conditions can dramatically affect the functional 

relationships among ecophysiological traits, e.g. by causing traits to be correlated in one 

environment and not correlated in another environment (Dudley 1996a), our watering 

treatment did not affect genetic correlations to a large degree. It may be that the drought 

treatment in our experiment was not severe enough to affect trait integration or that late, 

season-ending drought affects trait relationships less than early or sustained drought.  

 
Selection on WUE and flowering time 

We found selection favoring early flowering and low WUE under both well-

watered and season-ending drought conditions. Selection for early flowering was 

significantly stronger in the dry treatment. Additionally, selection for low WUE was 

marginally stronger in the dry treatment. These results indicate season-ending drought 

conditions favor drought escape rather than avoidance in A. thaliana and demonstrate the 

importance of water availability for the evolution of WUE and flowering time. 

Furthermore, these results agree with field studies that show selection on flowering time 

loci is season and environment-specific (Weinig et al. 2003; Korves et al. 2007) and 

strengthen recent studies on climate as a major force shaping local adaptation among 

populations of A. thaliana (Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 2011). 
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Our results are in agreement with several other studies detecting selection for 

drought escape in annual species. During a severe early drought, Heschel and Riginos 

(2005) found selection for early flowering, lower WUE, and the combination of low 

WUE and higher stomatal conductance in Impatiens capensis. Franks et al. (2007; Franks 

2011) demonstrated rapid evolution of earlier flowering time and lower WUE in response 

to a natural drought in wild populations of Brassica rapa, as well as a fitness benefit for 

earlier flowering under experimental drought. Sherard and Maherali (2006) found 

consistent selection for early flowering in the annual grass Avena barbata, but did not 

find evidence for increased selection on drought escape per se under drought. Donovan et 

al. (2007) found direct selection for low WUE in both wet and dry populations of 

Helianthus anomalous, stabilizing selection for WUE in the H. anomalous wet 

population, and indirect but not direct selection for low WUE in a dry population of H. 

deserticola. Donovan et al. hypothesize that selection for lower WUE in the wet H. 

anomalous population may be the result of selection for increased nitrogen uptake 

through a greater transpiration stream, as evidenced by selection for higher leaf nitrogen 

concentration (2007).  

However, many studies find different patterns for selection on WUE and/or gas 

exchange under drought, demonstrating selection on drought response is context and 

environment specific. Dudley (1996a) detected selection favoring higher WUE and lower 

g in a dry site of Cakile endentula but stabilizing selection on WUE in an adjacent wet 

site, as well as evidence for adaptive differentiation between dry and wet populations 

with dry populations having higher WUE and lower stomatal conductance, as predicted 

by selection (Dudley 1996b). In contrast to the Helianthus study mentioned above, a 

previous study found selection for higher WUE in experimental backcrossed hybrids 

between H. annuus and H. petiolaris, however this was dependent on genetic background 
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(Ludwig et al. 2004), suggesting selection for drought avoidance vs. tolerance depends on 

both the environment and phenotypic variation present in this system. Bennington and 

McGraw (1995) detected selection for higher WUE during drought for Impatiens pallida, 

regardless of light level; however, selection also favored higher carbon gain indicating 

selection to conserve water is balanced with selection for increased growth. 

Furthermore, genetic correlations among, differentiation in, and selection on 

WUE, gas exchange, and flowering time do not always follow classic escape or 

avoidance lines and can be de-coupled. Wu et al. (2010) found evidence for adaptive 

physiological and life history variation among populations and closely related species in 

the Mimulus guttatus species complex, and that low WUE/later flowering and high 

WUE/early flowering were likely adaptive trait combinations seen from wet and drier 

habitats, respectively. Additionally, selection on WUE and its relationship to carbon gain 

across environments are likely to vary among different life histories. In the long-lived 

woody shrub Chrysothamnus nauseosus, selection (measured as biomass) favors higher 

WUE under wet conditions, whereas WUE is not related to biomass in dry conditions 

(Donovan and Ehleringer 1994).  

Together, these studies demonstrate that selection on water use efficiency and 

flowering time is highly environmentally dependent. While selection favored drought 

escape in the current study, this panel of Arabidopsis accessions has a range of drought 

response phenotypes from escape to more avoidance-like (i.e. higher !13C and later 

flowering). It is likely that different drought response optima have evolved in different 

populations or geographical regions.  
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Selection on WUE plasticity 

Selection for plasticity or homeostasis varied with trait and treatment. Because the 

average direction and distribution of plasticity values varies with trait, it is important to 

take these in to consideration when interpreting selection gradients on plasticity (van 

Kleunen and Fischer 2007). Based on selection differentials, total selection on !13C 

(WUE) plasticity was not significant in either treatment, suggesting !13C plasticity was 

neutral overall, neither adaptive nor costly. This is most likely due to correlations 

between !13C, !13C plasticity, and biomass. Additionally, in our global analysis of 

selection on plasticity across treatments (van Kleunen and Fischer 2005), accounting for 

correlations with mean !13C, !13C plasticity was globally neutral. However, when 

accounting for correlations with mean !13C, selection on !13C plasticity within treatment 

(van Kleunen and Fischer 2005) was significantly different between the wet and dry 

environments. !13C plasticity was neutral in the wet treatment, while in the dry treatment 

genotypes more plastic for !13C were favored. This means that for individuals with the 

same mean phenotype, genotypes that attained their phenotypic value through plastic 

development were more fit than plants with fixed development (DeWitt et al. 1998). 

Thus, !13C plasticity to drought was adaptive in the dry treatment.  

Some studies suggest that the measure of whether plasticity is adaptive is that the 

direction of plastic change between treatments mirrors the difference in selection on 

mean trait values between treatments (e.g., Weinig et al. 2006). In this experiment, 

selection on mean !13C was negative (selection for decreased WUE) globally and within 

both treatments. Based on selection differentials there was a trend for selection on mean 

!13C to be stronger in the dry treatment. Additionally, when accounting for correlations 

with !13C plasticity, selection on mean !13C per se was significantly more negative in the 

dry treatment. The dry treatment significantly increased !13C; therefore, !13C plastic 
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response to drought was in the opposite direction to selection on mean !13C under 

drought, complicating our interpretation of the adaptive value of !13C plasticity. 

However, the direction of selection on !13C plasticity in the dry treatment was in the same 

direction as plasticity itself, indicating that greater plastic development was adaptive. 

Also, the lack of interaction between mean !13C and !13C plasticity indicates that !13C 

plasticity was beneficial regardless of the value of !13C/WUE. Furthermore, because 

plastic response of !13C to drought reflects changes in physiology or leaf form, !13C 

plasticity can be seen as an “active” plastic adjustment. As such, these findings support 

the hypothesis that active plastic responses are generally adaptive (van Kleunen and 

Fischer 2005, 2007). 

The genotype by environment interaction for !13C and the range of !13C plasticity 

values shows there is significant genetic variation in !13C phenotypic plasticity among A. 

thaliana accessions, suggesting lack of variation is not a constraint to the evolution of 

!13C plasticity (DeWitt et al. 1998). Because !13C phenotypic plasticity was globally 

neutral and locally favored under season-ending drought, it is likely that greater plastic 

increase in !13C under drought will evolve in drier habitats or habitats with short growing 

seasons, while plasticity may drift, be swept along, or remained unchanged in wet 

environments. Ultimately, the evolution of phenotypic plasticity will depend on the 

frequency and distribution of short vs. long growing seasons and water-limited vs. wet 

habitats, and the frequency and level of migration between populations (DeWitt et al. 

1998).  

Previous work in other species has found both similar and contrasting results to 

ours for variation and adaptive value of plastic response to drought. For example, Lobelia 

cardinalis and L. siphilitica differ in the number of physiological traits that respond to 

experimental drought, demonstrating significant genetic variation for plasticity between 
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these species (Caruso et al. 2005a). Additionally, the adaptive plasticity varied with trait 

and scale of analysis (global vs. within treatment) (Caruso et al. 2005a). In contrast to the 

present study however, plasticity to drought was maladaptive for some traits (Caruso et 

al. 2005a). Also, while we found evidence for substantial genetic variation in phenotypic 

plasticity, evolution of phenotypic plasticity to drought in Avena barbata is limited by a 

lack of genetic variation (Maherali et al. 2010). Finally, in order to understand the 

evolution of phenotypic plasticity researchers should combine realistic environmental 

manipulations, variation in phenotypic plasticity, gene expression, gene expression 

plasticity, molecular function, and fitness variation (van Kleunen and Fischer 2005; Des 

Marais and Juenger 2010) as well as information on the frequency and distribution of 

different habitats (DeWitt et al. 1998).  

 
Conclusions 

Overall, this study found strong global positive genetic between WUE and 

flowering time, and selection for low WUE and early flowering under experimental 

season-ending drought, suggesting selection favors drought escape rather than avoidance 

in A. thaliana. However, there is wide variation in A. thaliana physiology, ranging from 

escape-like to more avoidance-like combinations of traits. Based on this range of 

variation, and in light of other studies, we conclude that selection on and evolution of 

traits related to drought response will depend on the environmental context. Additionally, 

these results suggest that drought escape may be especially important and common in 

annuals, while avoidance may be a more important strategy for longer-lived perennials. 

Finally, we found significant genetic variation in response to drought, and selection 

favoring greater WUE plasticity under drought, indicating adaptive phenotypic plasticity 

in WUE to drought. 
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Final Conclusions 

In these final conclusions, I briefly re-state a few key results, in particular some of 

my findings that significantly expand our understanding of the genetic and ecological 

mechanisms underlying ecological trait variation.  

The results of my QTL mapping study in Ipomopsis aggregata provide evidence 

that the genetic architecture of ecological traits is very complex, including multiple loci, 

QTL x QTL epistatic interactions, plastid (or mitochondrial) effects on trait expression, 

and pleiotropy. These results demonstrate that predicting the evolutionary response to 

selection is more complex than predicted by strictly additive genetic models, which may 

not accurately represent the true nature of most quantitative traits. This suggests epistasis 

and cytoplasmic background should be explicitly considered when predicting patterns of 

trait evolution.  

My transplant and water addition experiment demonstrates a significant link 

between physiology and pollination biology, and suggests that the relative importance of 

selection on ecophysiology vs. phenology vs. floral traits depends on the environment 

and resources that are locally available. Additionally, this experiment showed that 

differential resource availability can alter the phenotypic correlations between traits, 

resulting in different patterns of selection in different environments due to variable 

indirect selection. Together, these results show that one must consider the interactions 

between physiology, life history, pollination biology, and the environment, when 

considering the evolution of any one of these types of traits.  

Finally, my study on genetic variation and selection on water use efficiency, 

flowering time, and WUE plasticity to drought in Arabidopsis thaliana demonstrates that 

independent evolution of water use efficiency and flowering time may be constrained due 
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to strong the positive genetic correlation between these traits. This finding is supported 

by data in the literature suggesting pleiotropy underlies variation in these traits. 

Additionally, the results of this experiment show that WUE plasticity to drought is likely 

adaptive in dry habitats or habitats with short growing seasons, and suggest that 

phenotypic plasticity is an important component of adaptation to climatic stress. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1.1: Ipomopsis aggregata grandparent source populations in Colorado 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Population Putative Subspecies Latitude Longitude Elevation (m)

Lefthand Canyon candida 40.07 -105.46 2,503

Spring Creek collina 39.45 -105.47 2,328

Wilkerson Pass candida 39.27 -105.79 2,808

Cuchara collina 37.50 -105.25 2,658
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Table 1.2: Marker Info 

Microsatellite Marker Names and Primer Sequences, and Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Marker Names. 
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Table 1.2: Marker Info cont. 
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Table 1.3: Water use efficiency (!13C) QTL results 

Additive and interactive effects of quantitative trait loci (QTL) and cytoplasm on water use efficiency (d13C). All values are  
from full model analyses using analysis of variance in rQTL. CI is the 1.5 LOD drop support credible interval. % Variance for  
each effect is the percent of the phenotypic variance explained by that effect. LOD and % Variance for the full model represent  
the support for the full model vs. a model with zero QTL and the total amount of phenotypic variance explained, respectively. 
 
 

 
 
 

QTL / Effect Chromosome Position CI df Type III SS LOD % Variance F-value P
!13C_QTL1 3 94.0 (82.0 , 98.4) 24 , 339 120.96 17.60 15.19 3.33 5.3E-07
!13C_QTL2 4 36.0 (24.0 , 60.0) 21 , 339 106.51 15.68 13.37 3.35 1.7E-06
!13C_QTL3 5 84.0 (74.0 , 92.0) 12 , 339 84.41 12.66 10.60 4.65 5.3E-07
!13C_QTL4 7 10.0 (0.00 , 14.0) 12 , 339 106.14 15.63 13.33 5.84 3.2E-09

Cytoplasm 4 , 339 28.55 4.50 3.59 4.71 0.001
!13C_QTL1 X !13C_QTL2 9 , 339 32.07 5.04 4.03 2.35 0.014
!13C_QTL1 X !13C_QTL4 9 , 339 67.12 10.22 8.43 4.93 3.2E-06
!13C_QTL2 X !13C_QTL3 9 , 339 56.22 8.65 7.06 4.13 4.7E-05
!13C_QTL1 X Cytoplasm 3 , 339 18.08 2.88 2.27 3.98 0.008

Full Model df MS LOD % Variance P
Model 43 6.59 36.55 35.56 5.6E-15
Error 339 1.51
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Table 1.4: Flowering time QTL results 

Additive and interactive effects of quantitative trait loci (QTL) underlying flowering time. All values are as in Table 1.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

QTL / Effect Chromosome Position CI df Type III SS LOD % Variance F-value P
FlwTime_QTL1 3 64.0 (54.0 , 82.0) 21 , 204 4717 19.04 25.89 4.20 3.0E-08
FlwTime_QTL2 4 80.0 (66.0 , 94.0) 12 , 204 2598 11.32 14.26 4.05 1.2E-05
FlwTime_QTL3 5 48.1 (34.0 , 56.0) 21 , 204 3549 14.92 19.48 3.16 1.3E-05
FlwTime_QTL4 7 27.7 (24.6 , 38.0) 12 , 204 2078 9.24 11.40 3.24 2.8E-04
FlwTime_QTL1 X FlwTime_QTL3 9 , 204 1647 7.45 9.04 3.42 6.1E-04
FlwTime_QTL1 X FlwTime_QTL4 9 , 204 1857 8.33 10.19 3.86 1.6E-04
FlwTime_QTL2 X FlwTime_QTL3 9 , 204 2116 9.39 11.61 4.40 2.9E-05

Full Model df MS LOD % Variance P
Model 39 187.47 27.18 40.13 3.3E-09
Error 204 53.48
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Table 2.1: Genetic and environmental effects on ecophysiology, phenology, and fitness components at both sites 

Genetic and environmental effects on ecophysiology, phenology, and fitness components within the low (a) and high (b) 
elevation sites. Variance component estimates and F-ratio's associated with each experimental factor's contribution to the 
variance in each measured phenotype. Mixed model analyses were performed using Proc Mixed in SAS. Variance components 
were estimated using REML and tested for significance using likeliood ratio tests. F-ratios for fixed effects are from type III 
sums of squares. N = sample size for each test. 
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Table 2.2: Genetic and environmental effects on nectar production at both sites 

Genetic and environmental effects on nectar production within each watering treatment at 
the low (a) and high (b) elevation sites. Sample sizes: Low: Nectar Volume N = 623, 
Nectar Concentration N = 622; High: Nectar Volume N = 545, High Nectar 
Concentration N = 532. 
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Table 2.3: Trait and fitness means in both treatments at both sites 

Means (±SE) for traits in the wet and dry treatments at the low (a) and high (b) elevation 
field sites. N = sample size. 
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Table 2.4: Phenotypic correlations within both treatments at both sites 

Phenotypic correlations within the wet and dry treatments at the low (a) and high (b) elevation field sites. Values above and 
below the diagonal represent correlations within the wet and dry treatments, respectively. All values are Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients between measured traits on individual plants. *** p<0.0001; ** p!0.01; * p!0.05;  
‡ 0.05!p!0.10 
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Table 2.5: Total and direct selection in the wet and dry treatments at the low site 

Standardized selection differentials (a) and gradients (b) in the wet and dry treatments at the low elevation site. Selection was 
estimated using fitness relativized to the mean within each treatment. Trait values were standardized within each treatment to a 
mean of zero and standard deviation of 1. P values were estimated using log10 (y+1) transformed fitness to improve normality. 
Selection gradients were calculated with block and family as fixed effects to account for fitness variation across space and 
within families. s = selection differential. ! = linear selection gradient. 
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Table 2.6: Total and direct selection in the wet and dry treatments at the high site 

Standardized selection differentials (a) and gradients (b) in the wet and dry treatments at the high elevation site. Selection was 
estimated using fitness relativized to the mean within each treatment. Trait values were standardized within each treatment to a 
mean of zero and standard deviation of 1. P values were estimated using log10 (y+1) transformed fitness to improve normality. 
Selection gradients were calculated with block and family as fixed effects to account for fitness variation across space and 
within families. s = selection differential. ! = linear selection gradient. 
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Table 3.1: Genetic and environmental effects on flowering time, biomass, and fitness 

Variance component estimates and F-ratio's associated with each experimental factor's 
contribution to the variance in each measured phenotype. Mixed model analyses were 
performed using Proc Mixed in SAS. Variance components were estimated using REML 
and tested for significance using likeliood ratio tests. F-ratios for fixed effects are from 
type III sums of squares. Fitness = number of fruits x fruit length.  
*** P<0.0001; * P!0.05 
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Table 3.2: Mean and variability for each trait within both treatments 

Mean (±SE), range, genetic variance (Vg), total phenotypic variance (Vp), broad-sense heritability (H2), and the coefficient of 
genetic variation [C(Vg)] of each measured trait within the dry and wet treatments. Means and ranges are from individual plant 
values (i.e. not line means). The mean and range for !13C and range for relative fitness within treatment are also included; 
variance components are not calculated for these traits because these values are from pooled ecotype values and least squares 
means of absolute fitness, respectively. 
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Table 3.3: Genetic correlations within and between the wet and dry treatments 

Genetic correlations within (a) and between (b) the wet and dry treatments. A) Values 
above and below the diagonal represent correlations within the wet and dry treatments, 
respectively. All values are Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients.   
*** p<0.0001; * p!0.05  
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Table 3.4: Total and direct selection in the wet and dry treatments 

Standardized selection differentials (a) and gradients (b) in the wet and dry treatments. Selection was estimated using fitness 
relativized to the mean within each treatment. Trait values were standardized within each treatment to a mean of zero and 
standard deviation of 1. s = selection differential. ! = linear selection gradient. 
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Table 3.5: Local and global selection on WUE ("13C) plasticity 

Local (a) and global (b) selection on plasticity within and across treatments, respectively. a) Values are standardized selection 
gradients within each treatment as a function of traits standardized within treatment. b) Trait values were averaged across 
treatments then standardized to a mean of zero and standard deviation of 1; fitness was averaged across treatments then 
relativized to the global mean. Main effects were determined from models with main effects only, interaction effects were 
determined from models with the interaction added. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1.1: Four-way outbred breeding design of the QTL mapping population 
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Figure 1.2: Ipomopsis aggregata genetic linkage map 

Genetic linkage map of the Ipomopsis aggregata genome estimating using the program 
JoinMap and fine-tuned using r/QTL. The linkage map contains 54 genetic markers (45 
microsatellites and 9 SNPs). 
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Figure 1.3: Distribution of WUE (!13C) in the mapping population 

Higher values of !13C (towards the right on x axis) represent higher water use efficiency. 
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Figure 1.4: Phenotypic correlation between WUE (!13C) and flowering time  

Higher values of !13C (towards the right on x axis) represent higher WUE. 

 

 

Water use efficiency (!13C) 
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Figure 1.5: Cytoplasm effects on WUE (!13C) in the mapping population 

Effect of maternal cytoplasm on water use efficiency (!13C). Higher values of !13C 
(upwards on the y axis) represent higher WUE. 
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Figure 1.6: LOD (likelihood) plot of the four WUE (!13C) QTL 

QTL are shown on four separate linkage groups, 3,4 5, and 7. The black line represents 
the support for the presence of a QTL. Grey lines delineate the boundaries of each 
linkage group. The blue line represents the approximate significance threshold 
determined by permutation testing. There is strong support that a QTL is located on each 
of these four chromosomes. LOD values are estimate for each QTL from the full model 
containing all QTL main and interactive effects. 
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Figure 1.7: LOD (likelihood) plot of the four flowering time QTL 

Plot values are as in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.8: WUE (!13C) and flowering time QTL positions 

Quantitative trait loci (QTL) underlying water use efficiency (!13C) and flowering time. 
Stars indicate maximum likelihood estimates of QTL positions. Lines indicate the 1.5 
likelihood-drop credible intervals for QTL positions. !13C QTLs are in blue. Flowering 
time QTLs are in red. 
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Figure 1.9: Epistasis between flowering time QTL 2 and QTL 3 

All four possible genotypes (representing all four meiosis and fertilization combinations) 
for QTL 2 are plotted on the x axis. QTL 3 genotypes are represented by the blue and red 
lines. Only two QTL 3 genotype possibilities are plotted for clarity. Values represent the 
mean flowering time for a subset of the mapping population (+/- SE) at each genotype 
combination. 
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Figure 2.1: Watering treatment effects on soil moisture within each site 
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Figure 2.2: Plasticity of WUE (!13C) to the watering treatment 

Plasticity of water use efficiency (!13C) to the watering treatment within each site. Higher 
!13C (less negative, upwards on the y axis) represents higher water use efficiency. 
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Figure 2.3: Plasticity of nectar production to the watering treatment 

Plasticity of nectar volume and concentration to the watering treatment within each site. 
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Figure 2.4: Response of fecundity to the watering treatment  

Response of fecundity (total seed production) to the watering treatment within each site. 
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Figure 2.5: Plasticity of photosynthetic gas exchange to the watering treatment 

Plastic response of leaf photosynthetic gas exchange to the watering treatment at the high 
site (N=27 each treatment). Photosynthetic rate = A. Stomatal conductance = g. 
Instantaneous water use efficiency = A/g (%). 
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Figure 2.6: Phenotypic correlation between WUE (!13C) and flowering time  

Phenotypic correlation between water use efficiency (!13C) and flowering time within 
each treatment at both sites. Higher !13C (less negative, towards the right on the x axis) 
represents higher water use efficiency. 
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Figure 2.7: Phenotypic correlation between WUE (!13C) and nectar volume ("L) 

Phenotypic correlation between water use efficiency (!13C) and nectar volume ("L) 
within each treatment at the low site. Higher !13C (towards the right on the x axis) 
represents higher water use efficiency. 
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Figure 2.8: Relationship between relative fitness and WUE (!13C) 

Relationship between relative fitness and water use efficiency (!13C) within each 
treatment at both sites. Higher !13C (less negative, towards the right on the x axis) 
represents higher water use efficiency. P values are from selection differentials. 
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Figure 2.9: Relationship between relative fitness and flowering time 

Relationship between relative fitness and flowering time within each treatment at both 
sites. P values are from selection differentials. 
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Figure 3.1: Plastic response of physiology, phenology, and fitness to drought 

Response of physiology, phenology, and fitness in natural Arabidopsis thaliana ecotypes 
to imposed season-ending drought. Values (except !13C) are least squared means for all 
measured traits in the wet and dry treatments. Values for 50 randomly chosen ecotypes 
are plotted for visual clarity. Flowering date = the rank ordered flowering date. Biomass 
= final dry biomass. Fruit number = number of fruits at harvest. Fruit length is the 
average length of 3 haphazardly measured fruits per plant. Absolute fitness = fruit 
number multiplied by fruit length.  
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Figure 3.2: Genetic correlation between WUE (!13C) and flowering time 

Positive genetic correlation between WUE (!13C) and flowering phenology among 
natural spring annual ecotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana. Genetic correlations in the wet 
and dry treatments are r = 0.59 and r = 0.57, respectively (p<0.0001 for both). Open 
circles and dashed line = wet. Solid circles and line = dry. Flowering time values are the 
least squared means within each treatment. !13C values are the pooled ecotype values 
within treatment. Best-fit regression equations are Y = 3.40X + 115.4 in the wet 
treatment (R2 = 0.32, p<0.0001) and Y = 2.34X + 79.1 in the dry (R2 = 0.35, p<0.0001).  
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Figure 3.3: Genetic correlation between WUE (!13C) and WUE plasticity 

Genetic correlation between !13C and !13C plasticity in the wet and dry treatments.  
Open circles and dashed line = wet. Solid circles and line = dry.  
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Figure 3.4: Relative fitness as a function of WUE (!13C) and flowering time 

Relative fitness as a function of WUE (!13C) and flowering time in the wet and dry 
treatments. Open circles and dashed line = wet. Solid circles and line = dry. Flowering 
time values are the least squared means within each treatment. !13C values are the pooled 
ecotype values within treatment. Absolute fitness was relativized to the mean within each 
treatment. 
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